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Abstract. 

Previous research has been divided on the relationship between economic freedom and income 

inequality. This paper adds on to the existing debate by examining the relationship between each 

constituent of economic freedom and income inequality (both pre- and post-tax) via Panel OLS 

Fixed Effects regressions. Split sample analyses test for differential outcomes based on continent 

and GDP level. This paper uses data from SWIID (2016), the Fraser Institute (2015), the Heritage 

Foundation (2017) and the World Bank (2016) that cover a set of 186 countries across five 

continents over the 1970-2015 period. I find that low inflation decreases income inequality, but a 

smaller government, an impartial court system, international trade freedom and regulatory 

efficiency all increase income inequality. The Economic Freedom Index is positively correlated 

with income inequality, and suggestive evidence is provided against the inverted-U hypothesis. 

The effects vary by continent, and after a certain GDP level, small governments increase income 

inequality. 
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Introduction. 

When making decisions that affect the economic freedom of their country, most policy 

makers do not necessarily have in mind the effects that their decisions may have on their nation’s 

income inequality. Therefore, gaining a better understanding of the relationship between economic 

freedom and inequality is needed, to the extent that reducing inequality is a policy objective. 

Understanding the extent to which economic freedom impacts income inequality is a key 

humanitarian goal, as it has the potential to inform public policy with the ultimate purpose of 

improving the lives of millions of people around the world. Deciphering the inner workings of 

economic freedom and its relationship to income inequality is of utmost importance for not only 

predicting the future path of income inequality, but also for providing us with the opportunity to 

mold policy to adjust any unwelcome consequences. 

Income inequality has attracted the attention of a plethora of researchers in the past few 

decades1. The issue has gradually come to the forefront of national politics around the world and 

alleviating it has become an increasingly important objective of governments around the world. 

Since 1975, countries around the world have experienced a gradual decrease in income inequality 

within their own respective borders and “poverty has fallen faster than ever before in human 

history” (Roser, 2017). The reason for this, however, is unclear. Figure 1 illustrates how income 

inequality varies around the world, with 0 representing perfect equality and 100 corresponding to 

perfect inequality. 

The Heritage Foundation (2017) claims that advances in economic freedom throughout the 

                                                           
1 Notably: Apergis et al (2014), Krieger and Meierrieks (2016), Murphy (2015), Ashby and Sobel 

(2008), Berggren (1999), Carter (2007), Perez-Moreno and Angulo-Guerrero (2016), Clark and 

Lawson (2008), Apergis and Cooray (2017), Bennett and Vedder (2013), and Bennett and 

Nikolaev (2017). 
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Figure 1. Income Inequality of the World 

 

world in the past four decades have played a pivotal role in this process, resulting in an overall 

decrease in the income inequality present in various countries. It is the aim of this paper to critically 

evaluate this statement. Other researchers state that deregulation and governmental redistributive 

policies, among other factors, have reduced income inequality [Apergis et al (2014); Krieger and 

Meierrieks (2016); Murphy (2015); Ashby and Sobel (2008); Berggren (1999)]. Others disagree 

[Carter (2007); Perez-Moreno and Angulo-Guerrero (2016); Clark and Lawson (2008); Apergis 

and Cooray (2017); Bennett and Vedder (2013); Bennett and Nikolaev (2017)].  The literature has 

extensively studied economic freedom, yet its effects on income inequality are still vastly debated, 

as they vary depending on the methodology and region under consideration. It shall be the goal of 

this paper to enlighten this debate by answering the following questions: 

1. What are the determinants of economic freedom? 
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2. What is the relationship between the determinants of economic freedom and income inequality 

(both pre-tax and post-tax)? 

3. Is the relationship between economic freedom itself and income inequality linear or nonlinear? 

4. Do the results vary by continent? How about by GDP level? 

 But what exactly is economic freedom? Economic freedom is a measure of the ease with 

which citizens of a certain nation may engage in financial activities and voluntary transactions. 

Berggren (2003) defines economic freedom as a “composite that attempts to characterize the 

degree to which an economy is a market economy” (p. 194). Therefore, economic freedom 

attempts to capture the ease with which one may enter into voluntary contracts, the extent of 

contract and private property protections present in a country, the impartiality of a nation’s court 

system and more generally, the degree to which a nation’s government intervenes in the daily lives 

of its citizens. Thus, economic freedom exists when citizens can freely trade, compete or work 

with others without government interference. Essentially, economic freedom measures the 

resemblance (or not) between a nation’s structure and economic policies and those of a perfectly 

competitive market system, as envisioned in an introductory economics textbook (Bennett and 

Nikolaev, 2017). 

Economic freedom is an abstract term, and hence it cannot be evaluated directly. Therefore, 

a model with economic freedom as a regressor would not bear significant economic meaning. 

Therefore, to determine the effect of economic freedom on income inequality, an indirect approach 

is necessary. To the extent that economic freedom cannot be measured directly, we must first 

identify the determinants of economic freedom and subsequently determine the effect of these 
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determinants on income inequality. In this way, the theoretical mechanisms can be examined, and 

meaningful economic interpretations can be made. 

Identifying the determinants of economic freedom is a relatively simple task. Two 

prominent sources of economic freedom data are the Fraser Institute and the Heritage Foundation. 

Both research institutions measure economic freedom through a proxy, which they call the 

Economic Freedom Index (EFI). The EFI is comprised of components, which are themselves 

comprised of subcomponents, which are rated between 0 and 10 (with 10 being the most 

economically free). The subcomponents of each individual component are averaged (arithmetic 

mean) to give a rating for each component. The arithmetic average of all components gives the 

overall EFI rating. 

Therefore, the EFI components are the determinants of economic freedom. For the 

purposes of determining the relationship between economic freedom and income inequality, we 

simply need to determine the effect of each individual component on income inequality. Figure 2 

contains the full list of those components, along with their subcomponents. 

As can be seen in Figure 2, the economic freedom index by the Fraser Institute is a function 

of the size of the government, legal systems and property rights, sound money, freedom to trade 

internationally, and regulations2. Each of these components is assigned a value from 0 to 10 for 

each country under consideration, and the arithmetic average of these five components becomes 

the economic freedom index for each country. Each of these components is comprised of 

subcomponents (for a total of 42 distinct variables), which are also assigned a value between 0 and 

                                                           
2 A detailed description of how this index is obtained can be found at: 

https://www.fraserinstitute.org/economic-freedom/approach 

https://www.fraserinstitute.org/economic-freedom/approach
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10 (with 10 being the most economically free), and the arithmetic average of all subcomponents 

becomes the value assigned to each component. The Fraser Institute states that the economic 

freedom index is “not very sensitive to alternative weighting methods,” and hence each component 

is weighed equally. 

Figure 2. Economic Freedom Index: Components and Subcomponents3 

Fraser Institute Heritage Foundation 

COMPONENT SUBCOMPONENT COMPONENT SUBCOMPONENT 

Legal System 

and Property 

Rights 

Judicial Independence 

Rule of Law 

Property and IP Rights 

Impartial Courts Judicial Effectiveness 

Property Rights Protections Government Integrity 

Military Interference in 

Politics & Law 

 

Legal System Integrity 

Legal Enforc. of Contracts 

Regulatory Costs on Sale of 

Real Property 

Police Reliability 

Business Costs of Crime 

Government 

Size 

Gov’t Consumption 

Government 

Size 

Tax Burden 

Transfers & Subsidies Government Spending 

Top Marginal Tax Rate Fiscal Health 

Gov’t Enterprises and 

Investment 
 

Regulations 

Credit Market Regulations 
Regulatory 

Efficiency 

Business Freedom 

Labor Market Regulations Labor Freedom 

Business Regulations Monetary Freedom 

Freedom to 

Trade 

Internationally 

Tariffs 

Open Markets 

Trade Freedom 

Regulatory Trade Barriers Investment Freedom 

Black-Market Exch. Rates Financial Freedom 

Controls on People and 

Capital Movement 
 

Sound Money 

SD of Inflation 

 
Current Inflation 

Freedom to Own Foreign 

Currency Bank Accounts 

                                                           
3 More information can be found at https://www.fraserinstitute.org/economic-freedom/approach 

and https://www.heritage.org/index/book/methodology#rule-of-law. 

https://www.fraserinstitute.org/economic-freedom/approach
https://www.heritage.org/index/book/methodology#rule-of-law
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It should be noted that both institutions’ Indexes rely on the following renowned sources 

for assessing the economic freedom determinants: World Economic Forum; World 

Competitiveness Report; World Bank, Doing Business; Credendo Group, Country Risk 

Assessment; World Justice Project, Rule of Law Index; Transparency International, Corruption 

Perceptions Index; TRACE International, The Trace Matrix; Deloitte, International Tax and 

Business Guide Highlights; International Monetary Fund, Staff Country Report, “Selected Issues 

and Statistical Appendix,” and Staff Country Report, “Article IV Consultation”; 

PricewaterhouseCoopers, Worldwide Tax Summaries; countries’ investment agencies; other 

government authorities (embassy confirmations and/or the country’s treasury or tax authority); 

Economist Intelligence Unit, Country Commerce and Country Finance; Organization for 

Economic Co-operation and Development data; Government Finance Statistics data; “Article IV 

Consultation”; Asian Development Bank, Key Indicators for Asia and the Pacific; United Nations 

Economic Commission for Latin America, Economic Survey of Latin America and the Caribbean; 

individual contacts from government agencies and multinational organizations such as the IMF 

and the World Bank; Eurostat data; United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America, 

Economic Survey of Latin America and the Caribbean; African Development Bank, The ADB 

Statistics Pocketbook; Economist Intelligence Unit, Data Tool; and official government 

publications of each country. 

For a few countries, both institutions state that information was not directly available for 

every component. In those cases, the missing components were rated based on the relative 

percentile ranking of that country on the other sub-factors. 
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Essentially, there is a lot of overlap in the method used by both the Heritage Foundation 

and the Fraser Institute. The Heritage Foundation’s components are named differently, although 

the principles behind them are identical. This way, I will be able to use the Heritage Foundation 

EFI components to verify (or disprove) the results that will be obtained using the Fraser Institute’s 

EFI. The components that will be later compared with each other are placed side by side in Figure 

2 for the reader’s convenience. 

As Krieger and Meierrieks (2016) state, the Legal System and Property Rights (and Rule 

of Law) component measures the “security of property rights and the strength of the legal system” 

(p. 199). Intuitively, an impartial, robust legal system protects property rights, thereby leading to 

an increase in the economic freedom index rating. The Size of Government component measures 

the “influence of the political process on resource allocation.” Therefore, a larger governmental 

presence in the citizens’ economic life decreases the economic freedom index rating of a country. 

The Regulations (and Regulatory Efficiency) component measures “regulatory restraints that limit 

the freedom of exchange in credit (e.g., regarding bank ownership) and labor (e.g., hiring 

regulations) as well as other market regulations (e.g., business starting costs).” The fewer 

regulatory restraints, the larger a country’s economic freedom. The Freedom to Trade 

Internationally (and Open Markets) component measures various obstacles that a nation has placed 

on international trade, such as tariffs. The less obstacles a government has placed on international 

trade, the higher its economic freedom. The Sound Money component “considers the reliability of 

monetary policies.” Thus, regulations that lead to higher levels of access to sound money and low 

inflation rates contribute towards a country receiving a higher economic freedom rating. 

Therefore, according to the Fraser Institute’s website, to receive a high economic freedom 

index rating, “a country must provide secure protection of privately owned property, a legal system 
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that treats all equally, even-handed enforcement of contracts, and a stable monetary environment. 

It also must keep taxes low, refrain from creating barriers to both domestic and international trade 

and rely more fully on markets rather than government spending and regulation to allocate goods 

and resources4.” Figure 3 shows how different countries around the world fare with regards to 

economic freedom. 

Figure 3. Economic Freedom of the World 

 

                                                           
4 A more detailed description of how each index is rated can be found at https://www.fraser 

institute.org/economic-freedom/economic-freedom-basics. Put succinctly, countries with low 

levels of government spending, a smaller government enterprise sector, and lower marginal tax 

rates earn the highest ratings in the Size of the Government component. Countries with high 

judicial independence, impartial courts, protection of property rights, military interference in rule 

of law and politics, integrity of the legal system, legal enforcement of contracts, regulatory costs 

of the sale of real property, reliability of police and business costs of crime earn a high rating in 

the Legal System and Property Rights component. Countries that “follow policies and adopt 

institutions that lead to low (and stable) rates of inflation and avoid regulations that limit the ability 

to use alternative currencies” receive a high rating in the “Sound Money” component. Countries 

that “have low tariffs, easy clearance and efficient administration of customs, a freely convertible 

currency, and few controls on the movement of physical and human capital” receive a high rating 

in the Freedom to Trade Internationally component. Countries that “allow markets to determine 

prices and refrain from regulatory activities that retard entry into business and increase the cost of 

producing products” earn a high rating on the Regulation component. 

https://www.fraserinstitute.org/economic-freedom/economic-freedom-basics
https://www.fraserinstitute.org/economic-freedom/economic-freedom-basics
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Having defined economic freedom, it is time to develop a more rigorous definition of 

income inequality. Income inequality is used to describe the uneven distribution of income among 

a population. The standard indicator for income inequality is the Gini Index, which is a summary 

statistic that describes how equitably a resource is distributed among a population (Frank, 2010). 

The Gini Index ranges between 0 and 1, with 0 describing an idealized, perfectly equitable society, 

and 1 describing a society in which a single person owns the entirety of a resource. To see how 

this measure is obtained, we need to define the notion of the Lorenz Curve. 

According to Jantzen and Volpert (2012), the Lorenz curve is a curve that “plots the 

percentage L(x) of the total income of a population that is cumulatively earned by the bottom x% 

of the population” (p. 825). For instance, L(.95) = .75 would mean that the bottom 95% of the 

population earns 75% of the total income of the entire population. Equivalently, the top 5% of the 

population earns the remaining 25% of total income. It is easy to see that in an egalitarian society, 

the bottom 95% of the population 

would earn 95% of the total income. 

Therefore, in a hypothetical society 

where everybody earns an equal share 

of the income, the Lorenz curve 

would be L(x) = x (see Figure 4). 

Similarly, in a population where one 

person owns all of the available 

income (i.e. perfect inequality), L(x)               

….Figure 4: Income Inequality Illustration          would be equal to 0 for any 0 < x < 1 

and 1 for x = 1. Since “none of the people have none of the income and all of the people have all 
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of the income,” both facts taken together dictate that the Lorenz curve ranges from the point (0,0) 

to the point (1,1). 

Given the discussion above, we can think of the line L(x) = x as the line of perfect equality. 

Therefore, the closer L(x) is to that line, the more equitable the income distribution is. Thus, we 

can define the Gini index as the area between the line y = x and L(x), as a proportion of the total 

available area (i.e. 1/2). To make it into a ratio, one can simply multiply the integral by 2, hence 

forcing the Gini index G to take on values between 0 and 1. Hence, we can interpret the Gini Index 

as a ratio of inequality present in a society, divided by the maximum possible inequality that would 

be present in a dystopian society.  In formulaic terms,  

 

  

Figure 5 shows the Gini Index values 

for various countries around the world. As 

expected, Nordic countries, which are known 

for their egalitarian systems, have lower Gini 

coefficients. South Africa, on the contrary, 

which is known as an unequal society, has a 

larger value for its Gini Index. The United 

States finds itself in the middle of the 

spectrum between Russia and China, which a 

Gini Index equal to approximately 0.45. 

    Figure 5. Gini Index of Various Countries 
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There are two ways that the Gini index can be measured. One of them is pre-tax, pre-

transfer and the other one is post-tax, post-transfer. The advantage of using the pre-tax Gini is that 

it shows the “market outcome” in a certain country, prior to government intervention. This way, it 

allows us to detect the true effect of economic freedom on income inequality, before the 

government steps in. It should be noted that I will be using the terms pre-tax and pre-transfer (post-

tax and post-transfer) interchangeably. 

Government intervention can come in many forms, such as through income redistribution 

through taxes, welfare, equal education mandates, among others. Therefore, we need to keep in 

mind that the pre-tax Gini index does not take into account income redistribution, which aims at 

reducing income inequality. That is because richer families pay a progressive tax, while poorer 

households receive benefits that essentially diminish the income differential among the rich and 

the poor. Therefore, the income inequality that prevails (post-tax, post-transfer Gini coefficient) is 

lower than that presented by the pre-tax Gini coefficient. However, the disadvantage of using this 

measure is that it blurs the true relationship between economic freedom and income inequality. 

That is due to the fact that, as we shall see in the next section, larger governments have larger 

redistributive policies. To the extent that government size is a determinant of economic freedom, 

this confounds the true relationship between economic freedom and income inequality. 

Essentially, the pre-tax Gini coefficient measures the effect of market forces on income 

inequality. The post-tax Gini index measures the effect of market forces in addition to government 

redistribution on income inequality. The relationship between economic freedom and both 

measures of income inequality will be examined in this paper. To the extent that economic freedom 

is about unleashing market forces, more emphasis will be placed on the pre-tax Gini index. 
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Ashby and Sobel (2008) defend the use of the post-tax Gini as a dependent variable by 

stating that there are advantages in using this method. According to Ashby and Sobel, the EFI 

“includes the size of transfers in the index [through the Government Size component], thus we 

know that states with larger transfer benefits receive lower freedom scores. As a state becomes 

more economically free, lower income individuals might have larger non-transfer income from 

their private economic opportunities, but if their transfer benefits decline by enough, their total 

income could fall rather than increase” (p. 332). Therefore, they imply that government 

redistribution does not necessarily reduce income inequality overall. That is because larger 

redistribution policies (although aimed at reducing the gap between the rich and the poor) are 

associated with larger governments, which decrease economic freedom. Along this decrease in 

economic freedom come losses in private income stemming from an associated reduction of 

economic opportunities. As a result, the net effect as we move from the pre-tax Gini to the post-

tax Gini is ambiguous. Ultimately, it depends on which of these two opposite effects dominates 

the other. Given that there are advantages and disadvantages in using either method, I will be 

regressing on both the pre- and post-tax Gini coefficient in my model. As will be seen later, the 

direction of important coefficients will be the same in both models. 

In light of the existing literature, it is the aim of this paper to supplement the debate on the 

relationship between economic freedom and income inequality and inform public policy leaders 

by performing a cross-country panel data analysis on a data set of 186 countries over the 1970-

2015 period. I first assess the relationship between the economic freedom components and income 

inequality. Then, inspired by Ashby and Sobel’s (2008) model examining the effect of economic 

freedom on income inequality in the U.S. states, I proceed to test whether there is a linear or non-

linear relationship between economic freedom itself and income inequality using panel OLS fixed 
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effects regression. I then examine if the relationship holds across different continents, and across 

countries with different levels of GDP by utilizing a split sample (by continent and GDP level) 

OLS panel fixed effects regression, controlling for GDP per capita, the percentage of the 

population living in urban areas, population growth and unemployment. 

Previous studies have examined the direct relationship between the components of 

economic freedom and income inequality. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first paper that 

regresses income inequality on all constituents of economic freedom in a single regression. 

Disaggregating the EFI allows us to consider the way in which each individual determinant of 

economic freedom is associated with income inequality, both pre-tax and post-tax. I find that stable 

inflation reduces income inequality, while a strong legal system, freedom to trade internationally 

and less regulations all increase the gap between the rich and the poor. In terms of the EFI itself, 

it is positively correlated with income inequality, both pre- and post-transfer, while evidence is 

overwhelming against a non-linear relationship between the two. Another major contribution of 

this paper is the intra-continent analysis, examining whether the relationships hold in different 

continents. This paper further adds on the existing literature by performing split sample analyses 

based on whether a country finds itself on the bottom half or top half of GDP among the full set 

of countries considered in the sample. I find that the results shown in this paper vary across 

different continents, signifying that geographical location plays an important role in molding that 

relationship. I also find significant evidence that small governments increase income inequality 

after a certain GDP level. Below that GDP cutoff, the relationship does not exist, suggesting that, 

for high GDP countries, large governments are needed to correct for income inequalities present 

in the market. 
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Literature Review and Theory. 

(i) On the Economic Freedom Components. 

I shall begin by examining the literature on the theoretical effect of each component of 

economic freedom on income inequality in this section. 

There is a plethora of literature examining the effect of government size on income 

inequality. By looking at the components of government size in Figure 2, we can see that 

redistribution, taxation, government consumption and subsidies are all taken into account when 

providing a rating for the government size index. Also, larger governments are associated with 

larger redistribution policies. Under HF and FI rules, a large government receives a low economic 

freedom rating; hence the “inverse” in the name. In the literature, there are two competing theories 

regarding its effect on income inequality. 

Bigger governments have larger redistributive programs, they institute more policies that 

aid the poor, and they are associated with passing rules that have the potential to level the income 

field, such as mandates equalizing education for everyone. To the extent that alleviating income 

inequality is the objective of any government, a bigger government is better equipped to combat 

poverty and thus reduce income inequality. Advocates of this theory include Anderson, D’Orey, 

Duvendack and Esposito (2016), de Mello and Tiongson (2003) and Luo, Pickering and Monteiro 

(2017). Their main argument is that social spending and welfare (income equalizing policies), in 

addition to other government programs and initiatives, reduce income inequality. These programs 

are also shown to be larger the bigger the size of the government. Such a theory would suggest 

that a negative relationship exists between income inequality and government size, therefore 

suggesting a positive relationship between the Government Size index and income inequality. 
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Another branch of the literature suggests the exact opposite relationship. Bennett and 

Vedder (2013) does not deny that larger governments are associated with larger redistribution 

policies. However, he believes that policies such as unemployment benefits, welfare and tax 

redistribution, although well-intentioned, “provide a disincentive to work” (p. 44). This may have 

an adverse effect on a certain portion of the population that may become dependent on such 

government policies, and as a result, their income will remain stagnant over time. In the meantime, 

those who continue to work build up human capital over time as they acquire valuable experience, 

and their income gradually rises over time. As a result, income inequality rises over time. Thus, 

the authors claim that “it is unclear a priori that governmental redistribution serves as an inequality-

reducing policy mechanism” (p. 44). They find that a positive relationship exists between 

government size and income inequality (i.e. a negative relationship between the Government Size 

index and income inequality), corroborating their theory. An alternative interpretation bringing 

forth the same result is advocated by Meltzer and Richard (1981), who state that the median voter 

theory of government size predicts that greater inequality leads to greater demand for redistribution 

leading to a larger government, thereby also suggesting a negative relationship between income 

inequality and the Government Size index. This theory suggests the reverse causality. To the extent 

that this paper only examines the relationship, and not the effect, between the two variables, this 

is of no concern. Alipour et al. (2016) agree on this theoretical mechanism. 

The literature is also divided on the relationship between the strength of legal systems and 

income inequality. From Figure 2, we can see that the Legal System and Property Rights 

component is comprised of the impartiality of courts, property rights protections, legal system 

integrity, among others. The competing theories are advanced, along with the relationships they 

predict between this index and income inequality. 
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Perez-Moreno and Angulo-Guerrero (2016) believe that a country’s legal system and 

property rights are not significantly related with income distribution. Others disagree. They believe 

that policies that are ‘fair’, such as proportional bail, imply that a stronger legal system reduces 

income inequality. Legal system integrity and legal enforcement of contracts ensures that nobody 

is taken advantage of. A strong court will also protect workers’ bargaining power, and shield 

employees from being taken advantage of by unscrupulous employers. Correcting political 

imbalances also curtails the goals of corporate lobbyists that may attempt to sway the government 

into passing laws that will benefit themselves. These economic mechanisms are advanced by 

Bernstein et al (2015), suggesting that a strong legal system is associated with lower income 

inequality. Birdsong (2015) finds that income inequality is associated with an increased number 

of crimes. His theory lies behind the fact that if the police is reliable (i.e. the legal system is strong), 

there will be less crime, which will be associated with reduced income inequality. Dincer and 

Gunalp (2005, 2008), Diphofa (2011) and Holmberg and Rothstein (2010) find that government 

corruption (or poor legal system integrity) leads to an increase in income inequality. The theory 

behind this is offered by Gupta et al (2002), who state that “the benefits of corruption are likely to 

accrue to the better-connected individuals... who belong mostly to high income groups” (p. 23). 

Tanzi (1995) also states an additional theory that those better-connected individuals are more likely 

to get the best government projects, which essentially increases income inequality. This way, the 

government loses its ability to improve the distribution of income in the society. In essence, 

corruption hampers the government’s redistributive role. Therefore, we should expect corruption 

(i.e. low Government Integrity index) to be associated with an increase in income inequality. All 

of the above therefore suggest that there is a negative relationship between the Legal System and 

Property Rights Index and income inequality. 
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Ahmad (2016) offers a counter-theory. The Legal System and Property Rights index focuses 

on the protection of property rights and has a general focus on enforcement of contracts and the 

rule of law. Ahmad believes that property rights serves to protect the fraction of the population 

that do possess property, and these tend to be the high-income individuals. The author believes 

that property that is protected by law has more value, and therefore stronger property rights benefit 

the rich, thereby increasing income inequality. Thus, we may expect a positive relationship 

between the Legal System and Property Rights component and income inequality. 

The literature has also extensively looked at the relationship between inflation and income 

inequality. This branch of literature can offer some insight into the relationship between the Sound 

Money index and income inequality. Under the HF and FI rules, low inflation receives a high 

Sound Money ranking. Although Perez-Moreno and Angulo-Guerrero (2016) find that sound 

money does not affect income distribution, the literature disagrees. Like the previous two 

components, there are two theories suggesting the opposite connection between inflation and 

inequality. 

Erosa and Ventura (2000) report that in the United States, “low income households use cash 

for a greater fraction of their total purchases relative to high income households” (p. 2). Therefore, 

it is not hard to grasp Albanesi’s (2002) observation that “equilibrium inflation is positively related 

to the degree of inequality in income due to the relative vulnerability to inflation of low income 

households” (p. 2). Beetsma (1992) and Romer and Romer (1998) confirm this theory by finding 

a strong positive relationship between inflation and inequality. Thus, more inflation (i.e. a lower 

Sound Money component) should lead to increased income inequality, suggesting that a negative 

relationship between the Sound Money Index and income inequality. 
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Dolmas, Huffman and Wynne (2000) believe that inflation is essentially a “progressive” tax, 

since high income households hold more currency. Therefore, more inflation, which reduces the 

Sound Money index, lowers income inequality. Therefore, we should expect a positive relationship 

between the Sound Money component and income inequality. Since the two theories disagree on 

whether the poor or the rich hold more currency, my results shall indicate which theory prevails. 

The relationship between international trade freedom and income inequality has also been 

examined meticulously, with theories defending either a positive or a negative relationship 

between the two. The Freedom to Trade Internationally Index measures protectionist policies such 

as tariffs, regulatory trade barriers and capital controls. Perez-Moreno and Angulo-Guerrero 

(2016) find no relationship between the two. However, the literature disagrees. 

Rojas-Vallejos and Tunovsky’s (2016) find strong evidence that a reduction in tariffs increases 

income inequality. They propose the following theory: “The main mechanism driving these 

responses is that a reduction in tariffs decreases the international price of exports, hence 

stimulating domestic production. This increase in output is initially obtained by an increase in 

labor supply that deteriorates wages and improves the rent on capital. The cumulative effect of 

these changes propels the underlying evolution of inequality” (p. 2). Therefore, less exporting 

tariffs (i.e. larger Freedom to Trade Internationally component ratings) are expected to increase 

income inequality in the exporting country. Therefore, we expect a negative relationship between 

the Freedom to Trade Internationally index and income inequality. 

According to the Heckscher-Ohlin (1995) theory, international trade openness reduces income 

inequality in developing countries, while the opposite holds for developed countries. This is 

because “increased demand for low skilled workers that are abundant in developing countries is 
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expected to exert a downward pressure on the wage gap between skilled-unskilled labors” (p. 16). 

The opposite holds for developed countries, using a symmetric argument. Therefore, this suggests 

that a positive relationship between the International Trade Freedom index and income inequality 

exists in developed countries. 

The relationship between regulations (in the form of credit market, labor market and 

business regulations) and income inequality has also been examined extensively in the literature. 

Competing theories have been proposed. I shall review the past work to shed some light into the 

expected relationship between the Regulations component and income inequality. 

McLaughlin and Stanley (2016) look into the relationship between entry regulations and 

income inequality and find that countries with more rigid entry regulations experience a higher 

level of income inequality. The theoretical mechanism behind this is that “entry regulations 

increase the cost of legally starting a business relative to the alternatives—working for someone 

else, entering illegally, or exiting the labor force” (p. 1). Since lower-income individuals who may 

wish to start a business would find it difficult to surpass the costly entry barriers, they find that 

entry regulations increase income inequality. Beck, Levine and Levkov (2007), Calderon, Chong 

and Valdes (2005) and Delis, Hasan and Kazakis (2011) arrive to the same conclusion. Therefore, 

more regulations (i.e lower Regulations index ratings) are associated with increased income 

inequality. Hence, this theory anticipates a negative relationship between the Regulations index 

and income inequality. 

Labor freedom is a composite measure of the ability of workers and businesses to interact 

without restriction by the state. As explained by the Heritage Foundation’s website, labor freedom 

is “a quantitative measure that considers various aspects of the legal and regulatory framework of 
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a country’s labor market, including regulations concerning minimum wages, laws inhibiting 

layoffs, severance requirements, and measurable regulatory restraints on hiring and hours 

worked.” Labor freedom includes minimum wages and mandatory severance pay components, 

among other protections for workers. The less rules there are, the higher the higher this 

component’s rating is. To the extent that these protections are designed to assist the average (and 

low-income) employee, we should anticipate that more labor freedom decreases income inequality. 

This theory is supported by Anderson, D’Orey, Duvendack and Esposito (2016), de Mello and 

Tiongson (2003), Bruno (2010), Bergh and Nilsson (2010) and Luo, Pickering and Monteiro 

(2017). Thus, this theory predicts that a positive relationship between the Regulations index and 

income inequality. 

Ahmad (2017) believes that deregulation expands credit access to the entire population, 

which increases the number of economic opportunities available to low-income individuals. This 

may improve the income distribution. However, the “positive distributive effect of deregulation 

may not be realized in a situation when political elites can influence the deregulation policy” (p. 

4). Therefore, the direction of the relationship between the Regulations component and income 

inequality can be unclear under Ahmad’s theory. 

(ii) On the Economic Freedom Index. 

Having entertained all possible theories that may explain the relationship between each 

economic freedom index component and income inequality, I will now divert the attention on the 

relationship between economic freedom itself and income inequality. As stated already in the 

previous section, there is no direct economic theory applicable to this relationship. Despite this 

fact, there is a surprisingly big branch of economic freedom literature examining this relationship. 

I will also examine this relationship to inform this debate. 
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In the words of Acemoglu et al (2015), economic freedom brings “new opportunities, 

which may increase inequality, while simultaneously lowering barriers to entry and investing in 

public goods, which may reduce inequality, and the net result could be either an increase or 

decrease in inequality” (p. 1943). Benneett and Nikolaev (2017) mirror this argument: “The degree 

to which a country’s institutions and policies are consistent with economic freedom and how they 

impact economic distribution are a reflection of the distribution of power in the society and how 

political institutions and mobilized interest aggregate preferences” (p. 722). Perez-Moreno and 

Angulo-Guerrero (2016), Berggren (1999) and Berggren (2003) corroborate this argument. All of 

the above authors examine the relationship, yet they obtain opposing results. This paper adds on 

to this discussion. 

Given the lack of proposed theory, the results obtained from these studied must be viewed 

with a grain of salt. Krieger and Meierrieks (2016) obtain a negative correlation between economic 

freedom and pre-tax income inequality. They use panel data on a set of 100 countries from 1970-

2010 to perform a “Granger causality approach” and they find that increased inequality reduces 

economic freedom, while economic freedom does not affect income inequality. Murphy (2015) 

corroborates the results obtained by Krieger and Meierrieks. They employ a panel data OLS 

regression model with fixed effects and find that economic freedom is negatively correlated with 

income inequality, although they do not attempt to detect the direction of the causality. Scully 

(2002) uses “structural and reduced form models” to examine, among others, the effect of 

economic freedom on income inequality. Scully utilizes a dataset on all advanced industrialized 

countries from 1975 to 1990 to find that increased economic freedom “improves the distribution 

of market income” (p. 90). Berggren (1999) use a sample of OECD and non-OECD nations to find 
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that increased economic freedom leads to less pre-tax income inequality. The above papers 

indicate that economic freedom reduces income inequality. 

However, plenty of studies have indicated the opposite result. Carter (2007) uses a fixed 

effects panel regression using a set of 123 countries from 1975 to 2004 to find that economic 

freedom is positively correlated with pre-tax income inequality. Perez-Moreno and Angulo-

Guerrero (2016) also find a positive relationship between the two variables. They use panel data 

from 2000-2009 to examine if recent changes in economic freedom in European Union countries 

have affected income inequality. They find that this has indeed been the case, with greater 

economic freedom resulting in an increase in income inequality in Europe. Clark and Lawson 

(2008) examine OECD and non-OECD countries from 1990-2000 to perform a panel OLS analysis 

with income inequality (pre-tax Gini index) as the dependent variable. They find that “measures 

of private property rights, sound money, trade openness, and [inverse] government size [all of 

which are associated with increased economic freedom] correlate very strongly with increased 

income inequality” (p. 30). Therefore, the aforementioned studies find that economic freedom is 

positively correlated with income equality.  

Therefore, plenty of literature exists showing that the effect of economic freedom on 

income inequality is negative, and plenty more research papers illustrate a positive relationship: 

the exact opposite. Apergis, Dincer, and Payne (2014) explain that “the lack of consensus is partly 

due to the differences in the samples and the empirical methodology” (p. 68). I will be testing for 

this fact by conducting intra-continent analyses to see whether the relationships hold across 

different samples (i.e subsamples, each comprised of observations from the same continent). Also, 

the papers described above fail to incorporate a quadratic regressor examining the potential of a 
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non-linear relationship. In this paper, I will also be testing for a potential non-linear relationship 

between economic freedom and income inequality. 

How can we reconcile these two seemingly contradictory findings? Maybe they are both 

right. In a sense, the answer may lie in the level of economic freedom. As Bennett and Vedder 

(2013) state: “Beginning from low levels of economic freedom, increases initially lead to more 

[both pre- and post-tax] income inequality, but as enhancements to economic freedom continue, 

an inflection point is reached such that additional increases lead to more income equality” (p. 50). 

This is called the inverted-U hypothesis. The theory behind this is that initial increases in economic 

freedom increase income inequality as a certain fraction of the population first begin to take 

advantage of the economic opportunities created as a direct result of this economic freedom 

increase (reminiscent to the first mover advantage). Over time, as technology spreads and becomes 

more prevalent, the entirety of society utilizes it, and the benefits accumulate to everyone over 

time, thereby decreasing income inequality.  Apergis, Dincer, and Payne (2014) convey a similar 

argument. Therefore, there is a potential of a non-linear relationship between economic freedom 

and income inequality. Hence the need for a quadratic economic freedom regression in my model 

that will allow me to detect whether this holds. 

To my knowledge, two papers that employ a similar model as this paper are Apergis and 

Cooray (2017) and Bennett and Vedder (2013). Apergis and Cooray use both a “linear and a non-

linear panel cointegration modelling approach5.” In an examination of 138 countries, they find that 

a threshold point of economic freedom exists, above which economic freedom is negatively 

                                                           
5 Pedroni (2004) explain this technique in detail. Essentially, Apergis and Cooray utilize this 

technique to determine whether there is a long run relationship between economic freedom and 

income inequality. 
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correlated with income inequality. An index of economic freedom below this threshold value has 

a positive association with income inequality. This lends support to the inverted-U hypothesis. The 

authors state that “at the early stages of economic freedom, income inequality can increase due to 

market allocation benefitting high-income groups; however, in later stages, as income rises and 

the standard of living overall improves, income inequality can fall” (p. 99). Bennett and Vedder 

obtain an identical result by examining a panel of all U.S. states from 1979 to 2004 and using a 

panel OLS fixed effects (year and country) regression model. They find that economic freedom 

does decrease income inequality, although it depends on the initial economic freedom. As in 

Apergis and Cooray, below a certain threshold of initial economic freedom level, more economic 

freedom leads to more income inequality. Both papers use the square of the economic freedom 

index to explore the potential of a non-linear relationship between economic freedom and income 

inequality. 

The paper most closely related to this study is Ashby and Sobel (2008). Ashby and Sobel 

use panel OLS regression to examine the effect of economic freedom (and changes in economic 

freedom levels in a separate regression model) on income inequality. They utilize data from the 

US states from 1980-2003 obtained from the Economic Policy Institute and the Current Population 

Survey. They find that increases in the level of economic freedom of a certain state are associated 

with decreased income inequality. Ashby and Sobel’s regression model is similar to mine, although 

I will be adding to their model by incorporating two different economic freedom indexes, more 

controls, and most importantly, a quadratic term for the economic freedom level of a country to 

examine the potential of a non-linear relationship between the level of economic freedom in a 

certain country and income inequality. In addition, I will be performing intra-continent regressions 

to determine whether the relationships hold across different continents. In addition, I will be 
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performing split-sample analyses based on GDP level to determine if the results vary depending 

on the size of the country.  

 

(ii) On the Control Variables. 

To include a control in my regression, I would need to have a strong reason to think that it 

affects income inequality. After all, a control variable is a variable that we are not interested in, 

but is related to the dependent variable, i.e. income inequality. Incorporating them into the model 

essentially removes their effect from the regression estimated. 

(i) GDP Per Capita (Constant 2016 USD): 

Almost every research paper examining the effect of economic freedom on income 

inequality incorporates GDP Per Capita as a control. Galor and Zeira (1993) predicts that “the 

effect of rising inequality on GDP per capita is negative in relatively rich countries but positive in 

poor countries” (p. 36). They explore the theoretical relationship between income distribution and 

aggregate economic activity “through investment in human capital in the presence of imperfect 

credit markets.” The main idea of Galor and Zeira’s argument is that “the inheritance of each 

individual determines whether she invests in human capital or not.” Essentially, rich households 

leave money to their offspring, who are then able to use that inheritance to invest in human capital. 

By accumulating human capital over time, they are able to secure skilled labor, which increases 

their earning potential. On the other hand, poorer households are unable to leave inheritances to 

their children, who, as a result, are not able to obtain as much human capital as the richer children. 

They end up, on average, in unskilled labor, earning less. This perpetuates inequality. Therefore, 

it is an important determinant of income inequality that should be incorporated in my model. 
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To reiterate, the initial distribution of wealth will determine who invests in human capital, 

and therefore who will work as a skilled and unskilled worker, thus greatly affecting the long-run 

wealth. Therefore, if an individual has a lot of money, he will leave a bequest to their children, 

which (if properly used) they can use to invest in human capital, which can help them earn more. 

Hence, we can see the connection between GDP Per Capita and how it may affect income 

inequality. Galor and Zeira find that the effect varies depending on the relative wealth of the 

country considered. Hence, the net effect of GDP Per Capita on income inequality (for the full 

sample, which includes both rich and poor countries) will depend on the sample considered. 

Bruckner and Lederman (2015, 2017) find that the relationship between income inequality 

and GDP per capita differs between rich and poor countries. They find a negative correlation 

between inequality and economic freedom, however. Luan and Zhou (2017), Suwoto and Zhai 

(2016) corroborate the results obtained above. Depending on the sample, GDP Per Capita may 

have a different relationship with income inequality. 

(ii) % Urban Population: 

Wheeler (2008) finds a negative relationship between urban density and income inequality. 

He explains that as the population of an urban center spreads out, the distribution of wages widens. 

The theory is that “urban decentralization leads to greater segregation of high-income and low-

income workers across neighborhoods” (p. 42). Kanbur and Zhuang (2013) offer a complementary 

theory. They state that rural households have lower incomes than urban households. Therefore, the 

larger the population living in rural areas (i.e. lower % Urban Population), the higher the inequality 

is going to be, given the differential between the earning powers of rural and urban jobs. Even 

though income inequality is lower within the rural communities themselves, as they have lower 
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incomes, the wide disparity between rural and urban incomes increases the inequality of the overall 

population. Therefore, the percentage of the population living in urban areas is expected to be 

negatively correlated with income inequality. 

(iii) Population Growth (Annual %): 

In general, rapid population growth is thought to increase income inequality. Rodgers 

(1983) provides an excellent theory on how and why population growth affects income inequality: 

“Population growth increases the supply of labor relative to land, which is fixed, and capital, whose 

growth is usually thought to be independent of, or negatively related with, population growth. This 

will tend to reduce the average remuneration of labor relative to land and capital, and indeed the 

aggregate remuneration of labor as well, if labor cannot be readily substituted for other factors of 

production” (p. 1). He also notices that population growth is more commonplace among lower-

income individuals. “If the share of these groups in national income is fixed, and there is little 

upward mobility, the relative incomes of the poor will decline” (p. 1). Heerink (1994) and 

Eloundou-Enyegue, Tenikue and Kandiwa (2013) confirms the theoretical mechanisms outlined 

above with their empirical results. 

(iv) Total Unemployment (% of Total Labor Force): 

This is undeniably the most intuitive to explain. The unemployed are those who are most 

likely to experience poverty, as they do not make any income. The more unemployed people a 

society has, the more people live off no income, and this increases that society’s income inequality. 

All studies that I considered concluded that there is a positive correlation between income 

inequality and the unemployment rate. These studies include Cysne (2009), Rice and Lozada 

(1983), Sheng (2012), Martinez, Ayala and Ruiz-Huerta (2003) and Akinbobola and Saibu (2004). 
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Data. 

i) Data Collection and Merging 

The data utilized for this study was compiled from six sources: the Standardized World 

Income Inequality Database (SWIID), the Fraser Institute (FI), the Heritage Foundation (HF), the 

World Bank, the World Resources Institute, and the World Wealth and Income Database. I chose 

these datasets, as they are some the most comprehensive ones available for free to the public. 

I obtained information on the economic freedom index from both the Fraser Institute and 

the Heritage Foundation. Both of them were chosen due to their vast range of data available, and 

due to their omnipresence in the literature. Both indexes are trusted in the research community, as 

evidenced by the fact that the majority of the economic freedom literature refers to these two 

sources for data, suggesting that both institutions’ information is highly regarded and perceived to 

be at least reasonably accurate. The Fraser Institute (2015) dataset contains an EFI rating, also 

broken down with ratings on each individual component of the EFI, for each of the 159 countries 

included. The data is quinquennial from 1970 to 2000 and annual from 2000 to 2015. Similarly, 

the Heritage Foundation (2017) dataset includes an EFI rating, broken down by all subcomponent 

ratings for the full list of countries considered in this paper. It includes annual information from 

1995 to 2015. The Fraser Institute does not provide a rating for the four components of economic 

freedom. However, a rating is given for all twelve subcomponents. Therefore, I constructed the 

component ratings myself by taking the arithmetic average of each component’s constituents. 

Although the Fraser Institute’s rankings are provided on a scale of zero to ten, the Heritage 

Foundation’s economic freedom rankings are presented on a scale of zero to a hundred. I divided 

each of these values by ten to reconcile the figures to the Fraser Institute’s index, so that all the 
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indexes are on the same scale of zero to ten.  I excluded countries that are not included in the Fraser 

Institute’s dataset. 

The Standardized World Income Inequality Database (SWIID) is the most comprehensive 

with regard to Gini coefficients from around the world. Information on both the pre-tax, pre-

transfer Gini coefficient and the post-tax, post-transfer Gini coefficient was obtained from Solt 

(2016), on behalf of SWIID. SWIID provides comprehensive data on both pre- and post-tax Gini 

coefficients “using the Luxembourg Income Study data as the standard” (p. 1). Information is 

available for all the countries and years examined in this study. Both Gini indexes were multiplied 

by 100 to convert them from a 0-1 scale into a 0-100 scale. This was done to facilitate interpretation 

of the regression coefficients. Regressing on the original 0-1 Gini indexes would give rise to 

extremely small coefficients that would be very difficult to interpret. To that extent, the purpose 

of enlarging the Gini values by a 100 is to enlarge the regression coefficients by 100. An additional 

benefit of this change is that we can now think of the coefficients as percentage point effects on 

income inequality, making interpretations very easy. 

In addition, I classify each country under “Latin America”, “West”, “Asia”, “Africa” or 

“Eastern Europe” according to the classification presented in this dataset. Since we are also 

examining how the results may vary based on continent, it may be helpful to refer to Figure 6 on 

the following page. Figure 6 breaks down the full set of countries in the sample by continent and 

can be very useful when interpreting the intra-continent results. 

The World Bank (2016) dataset includes annual GDP figures (in constant 2016 USD) from 

all countries in the world from 1960 to 2016. The World Wealth and Income Database (2016) 

includes annual average income information (“GDP Per Capita”, in constant 2016 USD) for all 
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the countries in the world for the 1970-2016 period. The units for GDP were converted to billions 

of 2016 US dollars, and the GDP per capita figures were converted to thousands of 2016 US dollars. 

All estimates are in purchasing power parity, facilitating intra-country comparisons. Both GDP 

and GDP Per Capita are right-skewed, and were thus logged. 

The World Bank (2017) dataset includes a myriad of literacy indicators aggregated by sex 

and income level, among other information pertinent to this study. It includes information on 

literacy rates from 1977 to the present on an annual basis for the full list of countries in my sample. 

I utilize the “Duration of Compulsory Education (Years)”, “GNI (Constant 2016 USD)”, “Internet 

Users (Per 100 People)”, “Population Growth (Annual %)”, and “Total Unemployment (% of Total 

Labor Force)”. I utilize this annual information from 2000-2013. The GNI figures were converted 

into billions of constant 2016 USD. GNI and the percent of Internet Users will not be part of the 

main model, but they will be used for the robustness checks that will be performed. Since GNI 

data is right-skewed, GNI was also logged. 

The World Resources Institute (2016) dataset includes information (and predicted figures) 

on the Percentage of Global Population Living in Cities, by Continent from 1950 to 2030 for the 

full list of countries in my sample. The variable of interest is “Urban Population as a Percent of 

Total Population” for all countries in the world. It includes quinquennial information from 1950 

to 2030. Linear interpolation was used to predict annual values using the formula [Base Year Value 

+ (Value 5 Years Later)/5] as a standard for the per year change recorded. 

For a detailed description of all sources that were used to obtain each variable of interest, 

refer to Appendix 4. For the curious reader, the number of missing values on the full sample for 
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each variable of interest is included in Appendix 5. For a detailed list of all principal data sources 

and how to access them, refer to Appendix 8. 

Al ba ni a Ba hra i n Al ge ri a Arge nti na Aus tra l i a

Aze rba i ja n  Ba ngl a de s h  Angol a  Ba ha ma s  Aus tri a

Bos ni a  a nd He rze govi na  Bhuta n  Be ni n  Ba rba dos  Be l gi um

Bul ga ri a  Brune i  Bots wa na  Be l i ze  Ca na da

 Croa ti a  Da rus s a l a m  Burki na  Fa s o  Bol i vi a  Cyprus

 Cze ch Re p.  Ca mbodi a  Burundi  Bra zi l  De nma rk

 Es toni a  Chi na  Ca me roon  Chi l e  Fi nl a nd

 Ge orgi a  Fi ji  Ca pe  Ve rde  Col ombi a  Fra nce

 Hunga ry  Hong Kong  Ce ntra l  Afr. Re p  Cos ta  Ri ca  Ge rma ny
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Figure 6. Countries Represented in the Sample, Broken Down by Continent
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ii) Descriptive Statistics. 

For histograms on all variables of interest in this study, refer to Appendix 2. Appendix 2 

justifies the logging of the GDP, GDP Per Capita and GNI variables, and proves that the remaining 

variables are approximately normally distributed. For the full list of R commands utilized to obtain 

the histograms and everything else in this paper, refer to Appendix 1. Appendix 1 is helpful in 

terms of transparency and reproducibility. 

The panel data utilized in this paper includes 186 countries from all over the world, 

quinquennial from 1970 to 2000 and annual from 2000 to 2015. The total number of observations 

is 3,498. Refer to Table 1 for a visual representation of how the data set utilized in this paper looks 

like. The unit of observation will therefore be country i in year t. Each row also contains valuable 

information on each observation’s economic freedom indexes, along with their components. A 

vector of controls is also included, along with the two alternative left-hand side variables, the pre- 

and post-tax Gini coefficients. 

The controls for the main regressions include: GDP Per Capita (constant 2016 USD- 

thousand), Urban Population as a Percent of Total Population, Population Growth (Annual %) and 

Total Unemployment (% of Total Labor Force). The rest of the variables will be used as controls 

only for robustness checks, as they either have a large number of missing values, or their theoretical 

effect on income inequality is dubious. Those controls include Duration of Compulsory Education 

(Years), Population Growth (%), GNI (Constant2016 USD- Billion) and Internet Users (Per 100 

People). 
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Table 1. Sample of Dataset Utilized (Unit of Observation) 

Country Year Continent Post-

Tax 

Gini 

Coef 

Pre-

Tax 

Gini 

Coef 

9 EFI 

Compo-

nents5 

FI’s 

EFI5 

HF’s 

EFI5 

Controls 

Albania 1970 Eastern Europe       

Albania 1975 Eastern Europe       

… … …   … … … … 

Albania 2000 Eastern Europe       

Albania 2001 Eastern Europe       

… … …   … … … … 

Albania 2015 Eastern Europe       

Algeria 1970 Eastern Europe       

… … …   …  …  

Zimbabwe 2015 Africa       

 

Table 2 presents some summary statistics as they pertain to the full sample considered in 

this paper. The pre-tax Gini coefficient is larger than the post-tax Gini coefficient, which comes to 

no surprise. It is also worth stating that the two indexes range between 19 and 71, indicating that 

in the real world, accomplishing perfect equality or inequality is far from possible. 

 Looking at the summary statistics for the entire dataset, we can see that the data 

conforms to predictable measures. The mean of EFI and its components ranges between 5 and 7, 

suggesting that overall, there is significant economic freedom present in the world. The standard 

deviations for these measures are also between 1 and 2, signifying that there is variation in the 

indexes among different countries, even though it may not be as widespread as expected. All 

indexes are between 0 and 10, indicating that there is no obvious error in the data. The years of 

compulsory education vary between 4 years and 15 years, with a mean of 9.2 years. Population 

growth ranges between -2.63% and 5% in the sample. The Percentage of Internet users in the 

population ranges from 0 to 96. The lowest unemployment rate in the sample is 0.6%, with the 

highest figure averaging 38.6%. 
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Table 2. Summary Statistics for the Entire Dataset 

 

 

 The mean GDP of the countries included in the sample is 353 billion USD, so there is no 

bias toward either smaller or larger nations. The minimum value for GDP is $163 million for 

Bhutan in 1970 (shown as 0.16 on the table due to the large GDP unit size). GDP ranges from 

$163 million to $16.6 trillion (for the US in 2015); the figures for gross national income are similar, 

as expected. The percent of the population with access to financial services ranges between 5 and 

100%, and the percent of the population living in urban areas ranges between 2.4 and 100%; the 

most rural country in the world has only 2.4% of its population living in its cities, while in Hong 

Kong, the entire population lives in one single city.  Tables 3 through 7 can be found in Appendix 

7 and present summary statistics per continent. Tables 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 correspond to African, Asian, 
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Eastern European, Latin American, and Western countries, respectively. They can be found in 

Appendix 7. 

 Table 8 presents the means of key variables from Tables 3 through 7 and facilitates 

comparisons among different continents. A quick inspection of Table 8 confirms that Western 

countries are the most urban, whereas African countries are the most rural. African and Asian 

countries have lower education requirements than the rest of the sample. Internet connectivity is 

not prevalent in Africa while 60% of Westerns are connected to it, and about a fifth of Asian, 

Eastern European and Latin American citizens have access to the Internet. Unemployment is the 

highest in Eastern Europe, and relatively low in the West. As for the number of observations, the 

total is 3,498, including the number of missing values (which are not considered when calculating 

the summary statistics). Thus far, all figures do not seem to defy expectations, and hence no 

obvious deficiencies can be spotted in the sample. 

 Looking at Table 8, we can see that there is a slight overrepresentation of African and 

Asian countries in the sample. Western countries are the most economically free, followed by 

Eastern European countries, Asian and Latin American countries, with African nations trialing 

behind. Western governments, as expected, are the biggest, with Latin American governments 

being the smallest. In terms of economic freedom components, Western nations lead in every 

single category except in government size, and African nations are at the bottom of the list. The 

rest of the sample find themselves in between these two extremes.  
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Table 8. Variable Means Per Continent 

 

 

iii) Correlations and Eradicating Multicollinearity. 

Were I to include the full set of controls in my model, there would be important 

multicollinearity concerns with my regressions. To verify that there is no such issue when utilizing 

just the four controls outlined in the previous section, Figures 6a and 6b show the correlations 

between all key variables used in this paper. All correlations above 0.6 are highlighted in orange. 
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Figure 6a. Correlation Table 

 

Figure 6b. Correlation Table 

 

As can be seen from Figures 6a and 6b, there is significant correlation between the Fraser 

Institute’s and the Heritage Foundation’s economic freedom components. To the extent that the FI 

and the HF components are regressed separately and that the components are never placed in the 
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same model, this is not an issue. In addition, this in fact confirms that both institutions arrive at 

similar measurements for the economic freedom components.  

GDP is also correlated with some of the regressors, but it is not included in the main model 

anyways. The same argument applies to the Percent of Internet Users in a population. It would be 

redundant to include either of these in my regressions, as some of my predictors are correlated 

with these two predictors. Doing so would result in larger standard deviations for my regression 

coefficients, reducing the significance of the model’s coefficients. These two will be only be used 

in robustness tests. Since my main regressions do not include these two as controls, this serves as 

evidence against multicollinearity in my model. 

Accordingly, the following regressors were excluded from consideration due to correlations 

in excess of 0.6: Number of Internet Users Per 100 People, Gross National Income, % Access to 

Financial Services and Years of Compulsory Education. That is because the number of internet 

users and access to financial services controls were highly correlated with many of my independent 

variables. In addition, GNI was highly correlated with GDP, and Years of Compulsory Education 

was highly correlated with Percent Urban Population. This left me with four control variables, 

which is in line with the literature. These controls are: GDP Per Capita, Percent Urban Population, 

Population Growth and Total Unemployment.  

To further ensure that multicollinearity is of no concern in my regressions, I computed the 

Variance Inflation Factors (VIFs) for regressions (i), (ii) and (iii), which will be explained in the 

next section. Standard practice dictates that a VIF larger than 10 serves as strong evidence that 

multicollinearity exists. For weak regressions, others use VIF figures as low as 2.5. The VIF, by 

construction, is always greater than 1. The VIF for all the regressions were computed using 
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RStudio. The VIF for regression (i) ranges between 1.2 and 1.5 among all the models that were 

considered. For regression (ii), the VIF ranges between 1.1 and 1.2. For regression (iii), the VIF 

ranges between 1.1 and 1.3. The VIFs prove beyond any reasonable doubt that multicollinearity is 

absent from my model. 

Regression Model/Methodology. 

As seen from the literature review, the relationship between economic freedom and income 

inequality has not been determined with certainty to date. Some researchers seem to suggest that 

the relationship is positive, while others suggest the opposite. To examine the relationship between 

economic freedom and income inequality, I will be using income inequality as my dependent 

variable, and the economic freedom index as my regressor. I will be testing for a linear and non-

linear relationship between the two in regressions (ii) and (iii), respectively. Regression (i) will 

test the relationship between each component of economic freedom and income inequality, both 

pre-tax and post-tax. 

A word of caution is warranted, as stated by Bennett and Vedder (2013) and Heckelman 

(2000). Both studies criticize the use of the Economic Freedom Index, as it cannot be measured 

directly. This can only be done by measuring the EFI components and taking their arithmetic 

average, thus making the EFI susceptible to measurement error and misspecification bias. Some 

of the components may also suffer from endogeneity and reverse causality problems, as they may 

not “accurately measure the presence of free-market institutions,” according to Bennett and Vedder 

(p. 331). That is exactly the reason why they recommend regressing on the EFI’s components, 

which is what is done in regression (i) explained below. Note that this paper does not attempt to 

examine reverse causality. As stated in the previous paragraph, I still proceed with regressions (ii) 
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and (iii), given that this simplified model is easier to comprehend, and is more easily understood 

by the public; the general audience of politicians. 

There are many aspects of a nation that determine its level of economic freedom. 

Attempting to determine the effects of each individual component is a central part of this paper. 

To better understand the relationship between each component of the economic freedom index and 

income inequality, I perform the following panel OLS fixed effects regressions, where Regression 

(i)A is for the Fraser Institute and Regression (i)B is for the Heritage Foundation: 

Regression (i)A: Giniit= β0+ β1*GovSizeit+ β2*Legalit+ β3*Moneyit+ 

β4*Tradeit+β5*Regulationit+β6*Cit+ FEi+ FEt+ εit, and 

Regression (i)B: Giniit= β0+ β7*GovSizeit+ β8*RuleofLawit+ β9*OpenMarketsit+ 

β10*RegulatoryEfficiencyit+β11*Cit+ FEi+ FEt+ εit, 

where Giniit is the Gini coefficient in country i at time t, β0 is a constant, Cit is a vector of controls, 

FEi and FEt are country and time fixed effects, respectively, and εit is the error term. I am regressing 

on both alternative Gini Indexes (pre- and post-tax), for a total of four regressions. Both regressions 

are identical, except that I am regressing on each institute’s respective components of economic 

freedom. Thus, I regress on all nine components to examine the effect of each component on 

income inequality separately. The economic freedom components are as described in the literature 

review: government size, legal system and property rights (or rule of law, as defined by the 

Heritage Foundation), sound money (the Heritage Foundation does not account for this 

component), freedom to trade internationally (or open markets) and regulations (or regulatory 

efficiency). This regression will be used to offer evidence on the direction of the relationship 

between each individual component of economic freedom and income inequality. 
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This approach is inspired by Bennett and Vedder (2013) and it controls for country and 

time trends via panel OLS fixed effects regression. Note that I will be performing this regression 

on both economic freedom indexes in two separate regressions. This is done to verify that the 

results hold regardless of the method in which the economic freedom index is calculated. Both of 

these models will be regressed on both pre-tax and post-tax income inequality, for a total of four 

regressions. The vector of controls includes GDP per capita, percent urban population, annual 

population growth and total unemployment. The models are similar in that they both control for 

year and country fixed effects, they have the same functional form specification, and they both the 

regress on economic freedom. They control for the percentage of the population with a high school 

degree and the percentage living in a metropolitan area, as well as median income. My variables 

are all different, but I am also controlling for the educational level (through years of compulsory 

education), the proportion of the population living in urban areas, GDP Per Capita and the level of 

economic freedom (Bennett and Vedder regress on both the level and the change in economic 

freedom).  

My model adds on to Bennett and Vedder's (2013) model by regressing on more than just 

the economic freedom index itself. In this paper, I am regressing on all EFI components, as 

opposed to only the EFI itself, therefore offering more specific evidence and more concrete 

economic theory on why we arrive at this relationship by uncovering the direction of the 

relationship between each individual component and income inequality. I am also performing split-

sample analyses by GDP and continent to examine if results vary across different continents and 

country size. 

A negative β1 and β7 would lend support to Bennett and Vedder (2013). A positive β1 and 

β7 would be in line with Anderson, D’Orey, Duvendack and Esposito (2016), de Mello and 
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Tiongson (2003) and Luo, Pickering and Monteiro (2017). On the coefficients β2 and β8, a negative 

coefficient would confirm Bernstein et al (2015), Birdsong (2015), Dincer and Gunalp (2005, 

2008) Diphofa (2011), Holmberg and Rothstein (2010), Gupta et al (2002) and Tanzi (1995), while 

a positive coefficient would agree with Ahmad (2016); no relationship between the two would be 

in line with Perez-Moreno and Angulo-Guerrero (2016). As for β3, no relationship would agree 

with Perez-Moreno and Angulo-Guerrero (2016); a positive relationship would be in line with 

Dolmas, Huffman and Wynne’s (2000), while a negative relationship would lend support to Erosa 

and Ventura (2000), Albanesi (2002), Beetsma (1992) and Romer and Romer (1998). With regard 

to coefficients β4 and β9, no relationship would agree with Perez-Moreno and Angulo-Guerrero 

(2016), a positive relationship would lend support to Rojas-Vallejos and Tunovsky (2016), while 

a negative correlation would be in line with Heckscher-Ohlin (1995). A negative β5 and β10 would 

agree with McLaughlin and Stanley (2016), Beck, Levine and Levkov (2007) and Delis, Hasan 

and Kazakis (2011), while a positive relationship would agree with Calderon, Chong and Valdes 

(2005), Bruno (2010) and Bergh and Nilsson (2010). Ahmad (2017) finds no correlation between 

the two. 

By this point, we will have determined the effect of each economic freedom component on 

both pre-tax and post-tax income inequality. Thus, we will have decomposed the effects of 

economic freedom into individual, separate effects of each component of economic freedom on 

income inequality. The economic mechanisms and the theory behind each effect will have been 

explained. The next regression examines the relationship between the Economic Freedom Index 

(EFI) (i.e. economic freedom itself) and income inequality. Although the next model is not as rich 

in economic interpretations as the first regression, it is still very important when it comes to 

politics, particularly with respect to informing politicians on the general relationship between 
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economic freedom and income inequality. Therefore, the results of regressions (ii) and (iii) have 

the potential of molding public policy. To that extent, even though they may lack direct economic 

meaning, they are still of utmost importance with regard to their potential of guiding future policy 

outcomes. 

Each country gets graded on a wide variety of components, and therefore the economic 

freedom index attempts to proxy for the general level of economic freedom in a certain nation by 

considering all of the available information. As stated in the literature review, this analysis is not 

rich in economic meaning, but it is very informative for policy purposes. In any case, direct 

economic meaning is already provided by regression (i). 

The main format of the regression that I will be analyzing to test the relationship between 

economic freedom and income inequality is the following panel OLS fixed effects functional form 

specification: 

Regression (ii): Giniit= α0+ α1*EFIit+ α2*Cit+ FEi+ FEt+ εit, 

where: Giniit is the Gini coefficient in country i at time t, α0 is a constant, EFIit is the economic 

freedom index in country i at time t, Cit is a vector of controls, FEi and FEt are country and time 

fixed effects, respectively, and εit is the error term. This is the approach followed by Bennett and 

Vedder (2013) and it controls for both country and time trends. I will be regressing on both pre- 

and post-tax income inequality. I will also be running both regressions using both the FI and the 

HF EFIs, for a total of four regressions. This is done to verify that the results hold regardless of 

the method in which the economic freedom index is calculated, just like regression (i). The vector 

of controls is identical to the one from regression (i). 
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A positive α1 would indicate that economic freedom and income inequality are positively 

correlated. This finding would be in agreement with the results obtained by Carter (2007), Perez-

Moreno and Angulo-Guerrero (2016), and Clark and Lawson (2008) Alternatively, a negative α1 

would signify a negative relationship between economic freedom and income inequality. Such a 

result would indicate that nations should increase their economic freedom to alleviate income 

inequality in their country. This result would lend support to Apergis et al (2014), Krieger and 

Meierrieks (2016), Murphy (2015), Ashby and Sobel (2008), and Berggren (1999). 

Regression (ii) tests for a linear relationship between economic freedom and income 

inequality. The following regression tests for a non-linear relationship between the two, essentially 

testing the inverted-U hypothesis described in the literature review. To do this, I perform the 

following panel OLS fixed effects regression: 

Regression (iii): Giniit= γ0+ γ1*EFIit+ γ2*(EFIit)2+ γ3*Cit+ FEi+ FEt+ εit, 

where Regression (iii) is similar to Regression (ii), except that this time, I am testing to see if an 

inverted U-shaped relationship exists between economic freedom and income inequality. 

According to Bennett and Vedder (2013), “beginning from low levels of economic freedom, 

increases initially lead to more income inequality, but as enhancements to economic freedom 

continue, an inflection point is reached such that additional increases lead to more income equality 

(p. 50)”.  Therefore, I expect to be γ1 positive and γ2 to be negative. Such a finding would lend 

support to the inverted-U hypothesis presented in the literature, as verified by Apergis and Cooray 

(2017) and Bennett and Vedder (2013). 
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Results. 

i) The Effect of the Economic Freedom Components on Income Inequality 

Table 9 corresponds to regression (i), in which the components of both the Fraser Institute’s 

(FI) and the Heritage Foundation’s (HF) Economic Freedom Indexes (EFI) are the regressors, with 

the pre-tax Gini coefficient as the dependent variable in models (1) and (3), and the post-tax Gini 

coefficient as the dependent variable in models (2) and (4). Models (1) and (2) use the FI’s EFI 

components as regressors, while models (3) and (4) use the HF’s EFI components as regressors. 

A quick glance at Table 9 shows that there are very few coefficients that end up being statistically 

significant. 

The table above illustrates a positive relationship between the Size of Government 

component/index and income inequality, and this holds for both the FI and HF indexes. Therefore, 

a smaller government (i.e. a larger Size of Government index) increases income inequality. The 

direction of the relationship holds across all four models, but the result is statistically significant 

at the 99% confidence level in only one of the four cases. This mildly supports the theory that 

larger governments, through redistributive policies, are better equipped to reduce income 

inequality. This result is in line with D’Orey, Duvendack and Esposito (2016), de Mello and 

Tiongson (2003) and Luo, Pickering and Monteiro (2017). In economic terms, a single point 

increase in the Size of Government index leads to a 0.26 increase in the Gini coefficient of that 

respective country, on average. It is also important to state that the coefficient on the Size of 

Government Index loses its significance as one moves from Model (3) to Model (4), further 

showing that larger governments, through redistributive policies, reduce the income inequality that 

exists from the market outcomes alone (i.e pre-transfer, pre-tax income inequality). 
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The coefficients on the Legal System and Property Rights and the Rule of Law components 

illustrate that there is a positive relationship between strong legal systems and income inequality. 

The relationship holds across four models, and the result is significant in two of the four cases. In 

other words, protection of property rights through an impartial and independent judiciary increases 

a nation’s income inequality. This result lends support to Ahmad (2016), who claims that property 

rights protections mainly benefit higher income individuals, because by virtue of their income, 

they are more likely to own property. From Model (3), we can see that a single point increase in 

the Rule of Law index leads to a 0.59 increase, on average, in that country’s pre-tax Gini 

coefficient, with 99% confidence. However, as seen from Model (4), this effect is nullified once 

we consider the post-tax, post-transfer Gini index, indicating that government intervention serves 

to fix any increase in income inequality created as a result of a strong legal system. 

Models (1) and (3) indicate that there is no statistically significant relationship between the 

International Trade Freedom index and the pre-tax Gini, confirming Perez-Moreno and Angulo-

Perrero (2016). However, Models (2) and (4) show that there is strong evidence that International 

Trade Freedom increases income inequality, and in both cases, the coefficients are significant. It 

can be stated with 99% confidence that a positive relationship exists between the Freedom to Trade 

Internationally index and post-tax, post-transfer income inequality. This supports Rojas-Vallejos 

and Tunovsky (2016). Models (2) and (4) seem to indicate that lower tariffs make exports more 

attractive, boosting domestic production. In turn, labor supply increases to accommodate this 

production increase, thereby reducing labor wages with respect to capital rent. As a result, the 

benefits accumulate to the capital holders, who are more likely to be high income earners, thus 

increasing income inequality. Economically speaking, a single point increase in the International 

Trade Freedom index leads to an increase of between 0.2 and 0.44 in the post-tax, post-transfer 
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income inequality of each respective country, on average. It is unexpected and puzzling, however, 

that the results are not significant when pre-tax income inequality is considered. 

Models (1), (2) and (4) do not show a statistically significant relationship between 

regulations and income inequality. However, Model (3) indicates that less regulations (i.e. a larger 

regulatory efficiency index) increase pre-tax income inequality, with 99% confidence. According 

to Model (3), a one-point increase in the Regulatory Efficiency component increases pre-tax 

income inequality by 0.47, on average. Model (3) confirms Ahmad (2017), who claims that “the 

positive distributive effect of deregulation may not be realized in a situation when political elites 

can influence the deregulation policy” (p. 4). However, Model (4) shows that, once redistribution 

occurs, there is no significant relationship between the Regulatory Efficiency Index and the post-

tax Gini coefficient. Once again, the relationship is significant in only one of the four models, so 

the relationship is not conclusive. 

Table 9 offers only suggestive evidence that the Sound Money component is negatively 

correlated with income inequality. The relationship is consistent among both Models (1) and (2) 

[note that there is no Sound Money component in the Heritage Foundation’s Economic Freedom 

Index], yet it is not statistically significant in any of them. Hence, this result seems to lend some 

support to Erosa and Ventura (2000), who find a strong positive relationship between inflation (i.e. 

lower Sound Money Index) and inequality. That is attributable to the fact that low-income 

households use cash more in their daily lives, making them more vulnerable to inflation.  

In terms of the controls, they all behave as expected. GDP Per Capita is not correlated with 

income inequality in any of the four models. Galor and Zeira (1993) found that the relationship is 

negative in rich countries, but positive in poorer countries. To the extent that this regression is on 
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the full sample, which includes both rich and poor countries, this is expected. The percent of the 

population living in urban areas is negatively correlated with income inequality, and this 

relationship turns significant when I consider post-tax, post-transfer income inequality. This aligns 

with Wheeler (2008) and Kanbur and Zhuang (2013), who suggest that this is a direct result of the 

wage differential between rural and urban jobs. The models also suggest a positive (although not 

significant) relationship between population growth and income inequality, consistent with 

Rodgers (1983). Total unemployment, as expected, has a positive relationship with income 

inequality, and this result holds across all models with 99% confidence. This confirms Cysne 

(2009), Rice and Lozada (1983), Sheng (2012), Martinez, Ayala and Ruiz-Huerta (2003) and 

Akinbobola and Saibu (2004). 

Comparing the coefficients between Models (1) and (3) with those from Models (2) and 

(4), we can see that the coefficients change depending on whether we consider the pre-tax or post-

tax income inequality. Using the Fraser Institute’s EFI components, very few coefficients end up 

being significant, especially in Model (1). A big difference between Models (1) and (2) is the 

International Trade Freedom component. The same applies to Models (3) and (4). This is confusing 

and seems to indicate that international trade freedom affects post-tax, but not pre-tax, income 

inequality. A similar scenario exists for urban population. Although all four models seem to be in 

agreement that a larger urban population as a percent of the total population decreases income 

inequality, the models indicate that the relationship is only significant when we consider post-tax 

income inequality. Perhaps government redistribution serves to reduce income inequality even 

further. 

It is really difficult to draw concrete conclusions based on Table 9, given that there is not 

a large number of statistically significant coefficients. When a relationship is significant in the pre-
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tax model, it is not in the post-tax model, and vice versa. This complicates the interpretation of the 

results and limits the scope of the results into a simple statement of “suggestive” evidence of a 

relationship. More research is needed to pinpoint with certainty the relationship between the EFI 

components and income inequality. 

The R2 of these regressions is between 0.05 and 0.09, which is typical given the time that 

the data spans, in addition to the wide variety of countries included in this sample. A reasonable 

part of the variation can be explained from this model as a result. As we shall see later, the R2 will 

become important in the intra-country analyses. 

 

ii) The Effect of Economic Freedom on Income Inequality. 

Table 10 corresponds to regression (ii), in which the Fraser Institute’s (FI) and the Heritage 

Foundation’s (HF) Economic Freedom Indexes (EFI) are the regressors, with the pre-tax Gini 

coefficient as the dependent variable in models (1) and (3), and the post-tax Gini coefficient as the 

dependent variable in models (2) and (4). 

Table 10 demonstrates that the relationship between economic freedom and income inequality 

is positive, controlling for state and country fixed effects and the set of controls. The relationship 

is statistically significant with 99 percent confidence across three of the four models. In Model (1), 

even though the relationship is not statistically significant, the direction of the effect is the same, 

offering further evidence that a direct relationship exists between economic freedom and income 

inequality. We can see that, all else equal, a single point increase in the Fraser Institute’s (Heritage 

Foundation’s) Economic Freedom Index has an expected positive effect of 0.54 (0.42) on the post-

tax Gini index of that respective country, on average. We can see that, ceteris paribus, the effect 
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size of the Fraser Institute’s (Heritage Foundation’s) Economic Freedom Index being one standard 

deviation above the mean is going to be an increase in that country’s post-tax Gini coefficient in 

the order of 0.594 (0.42) [since SD(Fraser EFI)=1.1, and 1.1*0.54=0.594; and since SD(Heritage 

EFI)=1.0, and 1.0*0.42)=0.42]. 

The controls behave in the same way as they did in Regression (i). It shall also be stated that 

the percent of the population living in urban areas and total unemployment as a percentage of the 

total labor force both have a statistically significant effect on income inequality with over 99% 

confidence across all four models. An increase in the percent of the population living in urban 

areas leads to a decrease in income inequality. Intuitively, more unemployment leads to more 

income inequality, as more people live on no income [Cysne (2009); Rice and Lozada (1983); 

Sheng (2012); Martinez, Ayala and Ruiz-Huerta (2003); Akinbobola and Saibu (2004)].  

As stated earlier in the paper, more economic freedom means less regulations, less government 

transfers, and most importantly, less tax redistribution. In light of De Soto (1989, 2000), 

government transfers and income redistribution favor the poor. The results shown in Table 10 

corroborate this finding. The underlying theory is that the less transfers and income tax 

redistribution that are associated with higher economic freedom hurt the poor, therefore increasing 

income inequality. This effect is strong enough to offset the competing effect, which stems from 

the fact that economic freedom reduces income inequality by presenting underprivileged, lower-

income citizens with much needed economic opportunities (Acemoglu et al, 2015). This lends 

support to Carter (2007), Perez-Moreno and Angulo-Guerrero (2016) and Clark and Lawson 

(2008), among others. 
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iii) Testing the Inverted-U Hypothesis. 

Table 11 presents the results of the panel OLS fixed effects Regression (iii). This regression 

is identical to the previous regression, except that in this case, a quadratic regressor for the 

Economic Freedom Index (EFI) is incorporated in the regression’s functional form specification. 

This model essentially tests for a non-linear relationship between economic freedom and income 

inequality. Country and time fixed effects are included to isolate any country and time trends. This 

regression tests the inverted-U hypothesis proposed by Bennett and Vedder (2013) and Apergis, 

Dincer and Payne (2014) outlined in the literature review. 

As can be seen from Table 11, there is little evidence to support the inverted-U hypothesis. 

To prove that it is the case, we would need a significant positive coefficient on the EFI and a 

significant negative coefficient on the square of the EFI. In other words, to prove the inverted-U 

hypothesis, we would need to show that at low levels of economic freedom, more economic 

freedom leads to an increase in income inequality, yet the effect levels off at increasing levels of 

economic freedom. The only model that gets close to this is Model (3), yet the coefficient on the 

square of the economic freedom index is not statistically significant. Models (1) and (2) also offer 

suggestive, yet non-statistically significant evidence in favor of the inverted-U hypothesis. 

On the contrary, Model (4) is the only model with significant coefficients on the EFI, and thus 

more emphasis shall be placed on the results from this model. Model (4) shows with 99% 

confidence that the exact opposite of the inverted-U hypothesis is true. It suggests that at low levels 

of economic freedom, an increase in the level of economic freedom serves to reduce income 

inequality, but the effect wears off at higher levels of economic freedom. This result defies the 

inverted-U hypothesis, with 99% confidence. 
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Taken as a whole, Table 11 seems to go against the inverted-U hypothesis, albeit not 

resoundingly disproving its existence. It might also be the case that this seemingly contradictory 

finding rests itself on measurement error stemming from either the Heritage Foundation or the 

Fraser Institute (or both). Further research needs to be performed to verify or disprove the inverted-

U hypothesis. 

It shall be noted that the percent of the population living in urban areas and the unemployment 

rate continue to be negatively and positively correlated, respectively, with income inequality, as 

was the case in both regressions (i) and (ii), in line with the theory developed in the previous 

section. 
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iv) Intra-Continent Analyses. 

Table 12 presents the results of Regression (i), performed across different sub-samples. The 

dependent variable is the pre-tax Gini index and the regressors are from the Fraser Institute. Model 

(1) is identical to the one in Table 9 and presents the results as they pertain to the entire sample. 

Models (2) through (6) correspond to the results obtained when we regress solely the observations 

belonging to Eastern European, African, Latin American, Western, and Asian countries, 

respectively. 

The main conclusion that can be drawn upon careful examination of Table 12 is that the 

effect varies by continent. It is important to note that in the literature, researchers perform their 

regressions on their entire samples, just like Model (1) of this paper. The results obtained in the 

literature are informative, yet such models mask some of the variation present in their samples. As 

seen from Table 12, the coefficients on Models (2) through (6) are very different than those 

obtained for the full sample in Model (1). Therefore, an important contribution of this paper is the 

development of intra-continent analyses. Such a development sheds some light into the potential 

reasoning behind the fact that the research is divided on the relationship between economic 

freedom and income inequality. The ultimate result will depend on the sample and the regression 

model considered in each study. From that respect, this is in line with Apergis, Dincer and Payne 

(2014), who state that “the lack of consensus is partly due to the differences in the samples and the 

empirical methodology” (p. 68). 
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Looking at the significant coefficients, there are some that defy the theories proposed thus 

far. It is noteworthy that, in Africa, a smaller government size (i.e. a larger government size index) 

reduces income inequality. International Trade Freedom is an excellent example illustrating how 

the results vary across different continents. In African and Western nations, International Trade 

Freedom reduces income inequality with 99% confidence, while in Latin American and Asian 

countries, the exact opposite is true, also with 99% confidence. The effect of low inflation is the 

only measure that is consistent across all models (except in Asia), indicating that the economic 

theory surrounding Sound Money holds regardless of geographical location. The same argument 

applies to the unemployment rate, whose effect is positive and statistically significant across all 

models, but for the African nations. This is counter-intuitive and could be attributed to either 

sampling variation or data inaccuracy for the African nations. Also going against the proposed 

theory for the full sample, the relationship between the percent of people living in urban areas and 

income inequality is positive and significant in Eastern Europe. 

Tables 13, 14 and 15 in Appendix 6 present additional intra-continent analyses. Table 13 

is identical to Table 12, except that the dependent variable is now the post-tax Gini coefficient. 

Tables 14 and 15 are identical to Tables 12 and 13, respectively, except that now, I am regressing 

on the Heritage Foundation’s components. All tables, taken together, corroborate the finding that 

results vary a lot by continent. They confirm the results obtained from Table 12 and due to space 

limitations, they are placed in Appendix 6. 

Looking at the R2 across all models in Table 12, we can see that it is not very high when 

we consider the full sample, but it increases dramatically once we consider each individual 

continent by itself. The R2 is 0.52 for Eastern Europe, 0.45 for Latin America, 0.35 for the West, 

0.26 for Asia, and 0.14 for Africa. The sample size decreases and there is less variation to explain, 
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which is part of the reason why the R2 increases. However, such high values for the coefficient of 

determination suggest that this model does a decent job predicting the variation in the respective 

continent subsamples. Given that the sample contains a large number of observations spanning 

many different countries, a typical good model will have an R2 of about 0.10. This suggests that 

the intra-continent analysis does a much better job predicting the relationship between the 

economic freedom components and income inequality. It demonstrates that geography matters 

when it comes to this relationship, and that public policy should vary based on the geographical 

particularities of different countries. 

v) Split Sample Analyses Based on GDP. 

Table 16 presents the results obtained from Regression (i). Model (1) is identical to Model 

(1) from Table (9) and represents the results obtained when the regression was run on the full 

sample. The sample for model (2) includes low GDP countries and the sample for Model (3) 

includes the high GDP countries. The GDP cutoff was chosen to split the sample (not the full 

sample, but rather the one that is being used for this regression) in half. 

Tables 17, 18 and 19 compare Models (2), (3) and (4) of Table 9, respectively, to the results 

obtained for the bottom and top GDP countries. The tables are very similar to Table 16, and due 

to space constraints, they were placed in Appendix 7. 
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A major finding of the previous section was that the effect of the economic freedom 

components on income inequality depends on geographical location. Therefore, one would 

anticipate that the effects depend on whether one considers large or small nations. Table 16 refutes 

such hypotheses. The table above strongly suggests that GDP is not an important factor when it 

comes to explaining the different effects found across different continents. The effect that the Legal 

System and Property Rights and International Trade Freedom components, along with GDP Per 

Capita, Percent of Urban Population, Population Growth and Total Unemployment have on 

income inequality is consistent in both Models (2) and (3). The Sound Money component has an 

expected negative coefficient for the high GDP countries, and a positive effect for the low GDP 

countries. This result is not significant, however. Also, the Regulations component is negative for 
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2 models and positive for the other two, indicating that the there is no  net relationship between 

Regulations and Regulatory efficiency and income inequality, as shown in Table 9. 

An important exception, however, can be seen in Table 16. A smaller government (i.e. 

larger Size of Government index) increases income inequality for the top GDP countries, with 

99% confidence. The effect, although not significant, is the opposite for low GDP countries. Tables 

17, 18 and 19 in the Appendix corroborate the finding that, for high GDP countries, the smaller 

government sizes are associated with larger income inequality, with 99% confidence. However, 

there are no significant coefficients on the government size component in any of the four models 

for the low GDP countries. In two of the models, the coefficient is positive, and in the other two, 

the coefficient is negative. Therefore, there is strong evidence that, after a certain GDP level, small 

governments increase income inequality. For high GDP countries, large governments are needed 

to correct for income inequalities present in the market. 

Table 32 presents the results obtained from Regression (ii). Model (1) is identical to Model 

(2) from Table (10) and represents the results obtained when the regression was run on the full 

sample. The sample for model (2) includes low GDP countries and the sample for Model (3) 

includes the high GDP countries. The GDP cutoff was chosen to split the sample (not the full 

sample, but rather the one that is being used for this regression) in half. Tables 33, 34 and 35 

compare Models (2), (3) and (4) of Table 10, respectively, to the results obtained for the bottom 

and top GDP countries. The tables are very similar to Table 33, and due to space constraints, they 

were placed in Appendix 7. 
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As can be seen from Table 32, the effect of economic freedom on income inequality is 

positive in both models. There do not appear to be significant differences in the predicted effects 

of economic freedom on income inequality based on GDP (the same argument applies for all the 

controls; the results are essentially identical). Across all eight models (Tables 32 through 36), the 

relationship is positive seven times, five of which are statistically significant. In only one case is 

the relationship negative, but the coefficient is far from significant. Most importantly, the size of 

the coefficients is comparable among low and high GDP nations in all of the models. Therefore, 

taken together, the regressions show that economic freedom increases income inequality, 

regardless of a nation’s GDP. 

Tables 36, 37, 38 and 39 found in Appendix 7 represent additional tests for the inverted-U 

hypothesis. Pre-tax and post-tax income inequality is considered for both the Fraser Institute’s and 

the Heritage Foundation’s economic freedom indexes for both the low and high GDP sub-samples, 

for a total of eight additional models. In none of these models can we find strong evidence that the 
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inverted-U hypothesis holds. Therefore, there is overwhelming evidence against the inverted-U 

hypothesis, which we reject. 

vi) Robustness Checks. 

Table 29 shows some robustness checks that were performed for regression (i). Model (1) 

is identical to model (2) from Table 9. Models (2) to (5) are four robustness tests. The model’s 

functional form specification was tweaked, and across all four models, consistency is the norm. 

There is little variation in all coefficients of interest across all models, verifying the robustness of 

the model. In no instance does the sign of the coefficient change. Additional robustness tests were 

done in a similar way. Tables 28, 30 and 31 compare models (2), (3) and (4), respectively, from 

Table 9, and they can be found in Appendix 7. They further verify the robustness of the model for 

regression (i). 

Similarly, Table 22 presents some robustness tests that were performed to prove the 

robustness of Regression (ii). Model (1) is identical to Model (3) from Table 10. Models (2) 

through (5) are four robustness checks. Again, there is little to almost no variation in the coefficient 

of interest. Tables 20, 21 and 23 contain twelve additional robustness tests that were performed to 

compare the remaining models of Table 10. They can also be found in Appendix 7, and they prove 

that the model for regression (ii) is also robust. 
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Table 25 includes four more robustness tests that were performed to prove that the model 

for regression (iii) is also robust. Model (1) is identical to Model (2) from Table 11, and Models 

(2) through (5) are robustness tests. All coefficients of interest (but one, which is not significant) 

have the same sign across all specifications. Most importantly, only model (4) shows evidence in 

support of the inverted-U hypothesis. Tables 24, 26 and 27 include twelve additional robustness 

tests that were performed, comparing the remaining models of Table 11. They are also placed at 

the end of Appendix 7. Out of the total of 20 different models examined, in only 3 of these 

specifications was there a significant result in support of the inverted-U hypothesis at the 99% 

confidence level. Only 7 of these specifications was there a significant result in support of the 

inverted-U hypothesis at the 90% confidence level. Therefore, there is some evidence that the 

inverted-U hypothesis might exist. As stated in an earlier section, more research is needed to 

confirm or reject it. 
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Limitations. 

Overall, the regression models look robust, as can be seen from the discussion above. Most 

results seem to hold across all models, except for the regression (i) results, which are in general 

terms inconclusive. 

A potential issue with my paper could stem from the potential unreliability of the economic 

freedom estimates derived from the Heritage Foundation and Fraser Institute. However, as 

described in the Introduction, these estimates are derived from multiple renowned sources, 

potentially alleviating this concern. Another point to consider is that the Heritage Foundation is a 

research institution advocating for conservative public policy. Some degree of caution is advised 

when it comes to evaluating the conclusions derived from these estimates. A counter-argument 

could be that the coefficients in this paper are similar to the data from the Fraser Institute, a 

Canadian non-partisan research institution. The potential for both institutions to be biased in the 

same way is still present, and this can only be combated with additional future research. 

In this paper, I am only assessing causation and I make no attempt to detect causality. Most 

of my results are interpreted as the independent variable being correlated to the dependent variable. 

That is because I have not administered any treatment, and so I am not examining any treatment 

effect. Some of my independent variables could be potentially causing income inequality, but 

based on my model, it would be impossible to isolate this effect. 

Another potential concern could be missing information. About 20% of my sample is 

dropped due to lack of adequate observations for certain countries. There is a considerable number 

of missing values, which reduces the sample of countries that I end up regressing on, thus lowering 
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the explanatory power of my results. The remaining number of observations is still in the 

thousands, so this is not a major concern of this paper. 

As is the case with almost any paper, the potential for omitted variable bias is always there. 

In light of past work done in the field, this paper attempts to control for all potential determinants 

of income inequality that have been examined by the previous literature to date and goes to great 

length to isolate their effect on inequality. This likelihood is low but omitted variable bias cannot 

be discounted with certainty under no circumstances. A probable candidate is GDP growth, and 

the likelihood of economic freedom affecting income inequality indirectly through GDP growth 

changes caused by economic freedom fluctuations. This discussion is out of the scope of this paper 

and this potential path is left for future research to examine. 

 

Conclusion. 

Previous research has not settled the debate regarding the relationship between economic 

freedom and income inequality. The majority of past work simply regresses the level or change of 

economic freedom on income inequality, without considering the individual effects that each 

constituent of economic freedom may have on pre- and post-tax income inequality. 

This paper contributes to the previous literature by examining the relationship between all 

components of economic freedom and income inequality (both pre- and post-tax) in a single 

regression model via a Panel OLS Fixed Effects functional form specification. This paper uses 

data from the Standardized World Income Inequality Database (SWIID, 2016), the Fraser Institute 

(2015), the Heritage Foundation (2017) and the World Bank (2016) that cover a list of 186 

countries spanning five continents over the 1970-2015 period. Split sample analyses test for 

differential outcomes based on continent and GDP level. This paper is one of the first to adapt this 
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approach, thereby shedding some light into whether the same relationships hold across different 

continents or across countries of different sizes. 

I find suggestive evidence that higher levels of inflation increase income inequality, but 

smaller governments, impartial court systems, freedom to trade internationally and regulatory 

efficiency all increase income inequality. In economic terms, a single point increase in the Size of 

Government Index is associated with a 0.26 increase in the Gini coefficient of that respective 

country, on average, with 95% confidence. Similarly, a single point increase in the Rule of Law 

Index corresponds to a 0.59 increase, on average, in that country’s pre-tax Gini coefficient, with 

99% confidence. A single point increase in the International Trade Freedom Index is correlated 

with an increase of between 0.2 and 0.44 in the post-tax, post-transfer income inequality of each 

respective country, on average. Lastly, a one-point increase in the Regulatory Efficiency 

component is associated with an increase in pre-tax income inequality by 0.47, on average. 

This shows that four out of five economic freedom components increase income inequality. 

As for the Economic Freedom Index itself, I find that it is positively correlated with income 

inequality, and suggestive evidence is provided against the inverted-U hypothesis. In other words, 

there does not exist clear evidence that there is a non-linear relationship between economic 

freedom and income inequality, disproving the inverted-U hypothesis.  

The split sample analysis that I perform indicates that the effects vary by continent, and after 

a certain GDP level, small governments are correlated with an increase in income inequality. Since 

each continent exhibits its own unique characteristics, policy recommendations must be tailored 

very closely to the needs of each individual continent. This is very important in terms of policy 
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considerations, and suggests that for high GDP countries, large governments are needed to correct 

for income inequalities that are present in the market (pre-tax income inequality). 

It cannot be stressed enough that further research is warranted. Prior to the inception of this 

study, I was especially interested in the relationship between each constituent of economic freedom 

and income inequality. Most of the coefficients of interest ended up not being statistically 

significant, limiting the scope of this paper. A potential avenue of further research would be to not 

only supplement this paper with a model that obtains significant results, but also one that studies 

the effect of economic freedom on income inequality (not just the correlation). To make this 

possible, future data collection will be of utmost importance. Collection of panel data with a more 

exhaustive list of countries would make this job feasible, allowing for a better and more accurate 

prediction of the potential effect.  
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Appendix 1: RStudio Code (Condensed-Only Essential Code is Included). 

library(haven) 

library(dplyr) 

library(data.table) 

library(stargazer) 

library(ggplot2) 

library(HH) 

library(lmtest) 

library(tidyr) 

library(car) 

install.packages("plm") 

library(plm) 

install.packages("VIF") 

library(VIF) 

install.packages("fmsb")  

library(fmsb) 

library(pastecs) 

options(scipen=100) 

options(digits=2) 

library(readxl) 

dataset <- read_excel("C:/Users/Ioannis Rutledge/Desktop/Econ Thesis/Final Thesis 

Dataset.xlsx") 

View(dataset) 

summary(dataset) 

stat.desc(dataset, basic=F) 

logGDPPC= log(dataset$GDPPC) 

logGDP= log(dataset$GDP) 

logGNI= log(dataset$GNI) 

hist(dataset$Post_Gini, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of SWIID’s Post-Tax Gini 

Coefficient", xlab="Post-Tax Gini") 
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hist(dataset$Pre_Gini, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of SWIID’s Pre-Tax Gini 

Coefficient", xlab="Pre-Tax Gini") 

hist(dataset$GovSize, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of Fraser’s Government Size Index", 

xlab="Government Size Index") 

hist(dataset$Legal, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of Legal System and Property Rights 

Index", xlab="Legal System and Property Rights Index") 

hist(dataset$Money, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of Sound Money Index", xlab="Sound 

Money Index") 

hist(dataset$Trade, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of International Trade Freedom Index", 

xlab="International Trade Freedom Index") 

hist(dataset$Regulation, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of Regulation Index", 

xlab="Regulation Index") 

hist(dataset$RuleofLaw, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of Rule of Law Index", xlab="Rule 

of Law Index") 

hist(dataset$GovSizeHF, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of HF’s Government Size Index", 

xlab="HF Government Size Index") 

hist(dataset$RegEff, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of HF’s Regulatory Efficiency Index", 

xlab="HF Regulatory Efficiency Index") 

hist(dataset$OpenMarkets, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of HF’s Open Markets Index", 

xlab="HF Open Markets Index") 

hist(dataset$EFINDEX, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of FI's Economic Freedom Index", 

xlab="EFI") 

hist(dataset$HFEFINDEX, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of HF's Economic Freedom 

Index", xlab="EFI") 

hist(dataset$GDPPC, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of GDP Per Capita", xlab="GDP Per 

Capita (constant 2016 USD-Thousand)") 

hist(log(dataset$GDPPC), col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of Logged GDP Per Capita", 

xlab="Logged GDP Per Capita (constant 2016 USD-Thousand)") 

hist(dataset$CompEducation, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of Compulsory Education", 

xlab="Years of Compulsory Education") 
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hist(dataset$PopGrowth, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of Population Growth", 

xlab="Population Growth (Annual %)") 

hist(dataset$PopGrowth, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of Population Growth", 

xlab="Population Growth (Annual %)") 

hist(dataset$Unemployment, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of Unemployment", 

xlab="Total Unemployment (% of Total Labor Force)") 

hist(dataset$GDP, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of GDP", xlab="GDP (constant 2016 

USD-Billion)") 

hist(logGDP, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of Logged GDP", xlab="Logged GDP 

(constant 2016 USD-Billion)") 

hist(dataset$FSAccess, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of Financial Services Accessibility", 

xlab="% Access to Financial Services") 

hist(dataset$UrbanPop, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of Urban Population", xlab="Urban 

Population (% of Total)") 

hist(dataset$GNI, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of GNI", xlab="GNI (Constant 2016 

USD-Billion)") 

hist(logGNI, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of Logged GNI", xlab="Logged GNI (Constant 

2016 USD-Billion)") 

hist(dataset$InternetUsers, col="lightgreen", main="Histogram of Internet Usage", 

xlab="Internet Users (Per 100 People)") 

numeric <- c("Post_Gini","Pre_Gini","GovSize","Legal","Money","Trade", 

"Regulation","RuleofLaw","GovSizeHF","RegEff","OpenMarkets","EFINDEX","HFEFIN

DEX","GDPPC","CompEducation","PopGrowth","Unemployment","GDP","FSAccess","U

rbanPop","GNI","InternetUsers") 

newdata <- dataset[numeric] 

desriptivestatsfn <- do.call(data.frame,  

      list(mean = sapply(newdata, mean, na.rm=TRUE), 

      sd = sapply(newdata, sd, na.rm=TRUE), 

      median = sapply(newdata, median, na.rm=TRUE), 

      min = sapply(newdata, min, na.rm=TRUE), 

      max = sapply(newdata, max, na.rm=TRUE), 
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      n = sapply(newdata, length))) 

names(desriptivestatsfn)[names(desriptivestatsfn)=="mean"] <- "Mean" 

names(desriptivestatsfn)[names(desriptivestatsfn)=="sd"] <- "Standard Deviation" 

names(desriptivestatsfn)[names(desriptivestatsfn)=="median"] <- "Median" 

names(desriptivestatsfn)[names(desriptivestatsfn)=="min"] <- "Minimum" 

names(desriptivestatsfn)[names(desriptivestatsfn)=="max"] <- "Maximum" 

names(desriptivestatsfn)[names(desriptivestatsfn)=="n"] <- "Number of Observations" 

(setattr(desriptivestatsfn, "row.names", c("Post-Tax Gini (SWIID)", "Pre-Tax Gini 

(SWIID)","Government Size (FI)","Legal System and Property Rights","Sound 

Money","International Trade Freedom","Regulations","Rule of Law","Government Size 

(HF)","Regulatory Efficiency","Open Markets","Fraser EFI","Heritage EFI","GDP Per 

Capita (Constant 2016 USD-Thousand)","Years of Compulsory Education","Population 

Growth (%)","Unemployment (%)","GDP (Constant 2016 USD-Billion)","% Access to 

Financial Services","% Urban Population","Gross National Income (Constant 2016 USD-

Billion)","Number of Internet Users (Per 100 People)"))) 

is.num <- sapply(desriptivestatsfn, is.numeric) 

desriptivestatsfn[is.num] <- lapply(desriptivestatsfn[is.num], round, 2) 

View(desriptivestatsfn)  

numericwithcontinent <-c("Continent", "Post_Gini","Pre_Gini","GovSize", 

"Legal","Money","Trade", "Regulation","RuleofLaw","GovSizeHF", "RegEff", 

"OpenMarkets","EFINDEX","HFEFINDEX","GDPPC","CompEducation","PopGrowth","

Unemployment","GDP","FSAccess","UrbanPop","GNI","InternetUsers") 

newdatawithcontinent <- dataset[numericwithcontinent] 

Africandataset = newdatawithcontinent[newdatawithcontinent$Continent=="Africa",] 

View(Africandataset) 

View(newdatawithcontinent) 

Africadataset <- Africandataset[numeric] 

View(Africadataset) 

AfricaStats <- do.call(data.frame,  

     list(mean = sapply(Africadataset, mean, na.rm=TRUE), 

          sd = sapply(Africadataset, sd, na.rm=TRUE), 
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          median = sapply(Africadataset, median, na.rm=TRUE), 

          min = sapply(Africadataset, min, na.rm=TRUE), 

          max = sapply(Africadataset, max, na.rm=TRUE), 

          n = sapply(Africadataset, length))) 

names(AfricaStats)[names(AfricaStats)=="mean"] <- "Mean" 

names(AfricaStats)[names(AfricaStats)=="sd"] <- "Standard Deviation" 

names(AfricaStats)[names(AfricaStats)=="median"] <- "Median" 

names(AfricaStats)[names(AfricaStats)=="min"] <- "Minimum" 

names(AfricaStats)[names(AfricaStats)=="max"] <- "Maximum" 

names(AfricaStats)[names(AfricaStats)=="n"] <- "Number of Observations" 

(setattr(AfricaStats, "row.names", c("Post-Tax Gini (SWIID)", "Pre-Tax Gini 

(SWIID)","Government Size (FI)","Legal System and Property Rights","Sound 

Money","International Trade Freedom","Regulations","Rule of Law","Government Size 

(HF)","Regulatory Efficiency","Open Markets","Fraser EFI","Heritage EFI","GDP Per 

Capita (Constant 2016 USD-Thousand)","Years of Compulsory Education","Population 

Growth (%)","Unemployment (%)","GDP (Constant 2016 USD-Billion)","% Access to 

Financial Services","% Urban Population","Gross National Income (Constant 2016 USD-

Billion)","Number of Internet Users (Per 100 People)"))) 

is.num <- sapply(AfricaStats, is.numeric) 

AfricaStats[is.num] <- lapply(AfricaStats[is.num], round, 2) 

View(AfricaStats) 

EasternEuropedataset=newdatawithcontinent[newdatawithcontinent$Continent=="Eastern 

Europe",] 

View(EasternEuropedataset) 

EasternEuropeandataset <- EasternEuropedataset[numeric] 

View(EasternEuropeandataset) 

EuropeanStats <- do.call(data.frame,  

  list(mean = sapply(EasternEuropeandataset, mean, na.rm=TRUE), 

       sd = sapply(EasternEuropeandataset, sd, na.rm=TRUE), 

       median = sapply(EasternEuropeandataset, median, na.rm=TRUE), 

       min = sapply(EasternEuropeandataset, min, na.rm=TRUE), 
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       max = sapply(EasternEuropeandataset, max, na.rm=TRUE), 

       n = sapply(EasternEuropeandataset, length))) 

names(EuropeanStats)[names(EuropeanStats)=="mean"] <- "Mean" 

names(EuropeanStats)[names(EuropeanStats)=="sd"] <- "Standard Deviation" 

names(EuropeanStats)[names(EuropeanStats)=="median"] <- "Median" 

names(EuropeanStats)[names(EuropeanStats)=="min"] <- "Minimum" 

names(EuropeanStats)[names(EuropeanStats)=="max"] <- "Maximum" 

names(EuropeanStats)[names(EuropeanStats)=="n"] <- "Number of Observations" 

(setattr(EuropeanStats, "row.names", c("Post-Tax Gini (SWIID)", "Pre-Tax Gini 

(SWIID)","Government Size (FI)","Legal System and Property Rights","Sound 

Money","International Trade Freedom","Regulations","Rule of Law","Government Size 

(HF)","Regulatory Efficiency","Open Markets","Fraser EFI","Heritage EFI","GDP Per 

Capita (Constant 2016 USD-Thousand)","Years of Compulsory Education","Population 

Growth (%)","Unemployment (%)","GDP (Constant 2016 USD-Billion)","% Access to 

Financial Services","% Urban Population","Gross National Income (Constant 2016 USD-

Billion)","Number of Internet Users (Per 100 People)"))) 

is.num <- sapply(EuropeanStats, is.numeric) 

EuropeanStats[is.num] <- lapply(EuropeanStats[is.num], round, 2) 

View(EuropeanStats) 

Asiadataset=newdatawithcontinent[newdatawithcontinent$Continent=="Asia",] 

View(Asiadataset) 

Asiandataset <- Asiadataset[numeric] 

View(Asiandataset) 

AsianStats <- do.call(data.frame,  

  list(mean = sapply(Asiandataset, mean, na.rm=TRUE), 

       sd = sapply(Asiandataset, sd, na.rm=TRUE), 

       median = sapply(Asiandataset, median, na.rm=TRUE), 

       min = sapply(Asiandataset, min, na.rm=TRUE), 

       max = sapply(Asiandataset, max, na.rm=TRUE), 

       n = sapply(Asiandataset, length))) 

names(AsianStats)[names(AsianStats)=="mean"] <- "Mean" 
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names(AsianStats)[names(AsianStats)=="sd"] <- "Standard Deviation" 

Names(AsianStats)[names(AsianStats)=="median"] <- "Median" 

names(AsianStats)[names(AsianStats)=="min"] <- "Minimum" 

names(AsianStats)[names(AsianStats)=="max"] <- "Maximum" 

names(AsianStats)[names(AsianStats)=="n"] <- "Number of Observations" 

(setattr(AsianStats, "row.names", c("Post-Tax Gini (SWIID)", "Pre-Tax Gini 

(SWIID)","Government Size (FI)","Legal System and Property Rights","Sound 

Money","International Trade Freedom","Regulations","Rule of Law","Government Size 

(HF)","Regulatory Efficiency","Open Markets","Fraser EFI","Heritage EFI","GDP Per 

Capita (Constant 2016 USD-Thousand)","Years of Compulsory Education","Population 

Growth (%)","Unemployment (%)","GDP (Constant 2016 USD-Billion)","% Access to 

Financial Services","% Urban Population","Gross National Income (Constant 2016 USD-

Billion)","Number of Internet Users (Per 100 People)")))  

is.num <- sapply(AsianStats, is.numeric) 

AsianStats[is.num] <- lapply(AsianStats[is.num], round, 2) 

View(AsianStats) 

LatinAmericadataset=newdatawithcontinent[newdatawithcontinent$Continent=="Latin 

America",] 

View(LatinAmericadataset) 

LatinAmericandataset <- LatinAmericadataset[numeric] 

View(LatinAmericandataset) 

LatinAmericanStats <- do.call(data.frame,  

  list(mean = sapply(LatinAmericandataset, mean, na.rm=TRUE), 

       sd = sapply(LatinAmericandataset, sd, na.rm=TRUE), 

       median = sapply(LatinAmericandataset, median, na.rm=TRUE), 

       min = sapply(LatinAmericandataset, min, na.rm=TRUE), 

       max = sapply(LatinAmericandataset, max, na.rm=TRUE), 

       n = sapply(LatinAmericandataset, length))) 

names(LatinAmericanStats)[names(LatinAmericanStats)=="mean"] <- "Mean" 

names(LatinAmericanStats)[names(LatinAmericanStats)=="sd"] <- "Standard Deviation" 

Names(LatinAmericanStats)[names(LatinAmericanStats)=="median"] <- "Median" 
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names(LatinAmericanStats)[names(LatinAmericanStats)=="min"] <- "Minimum" 

names(LatinAmericanStats)[names(LatinAmericanStats)=="max"] <- "Maximum" 

names(LatinAmericanStats)[names(LatinAmericanStats)=="n"] <- "Number of Observations" 

(setattr(LatinAmericanStats, "row.names", c("Post-Tax Gini (SWIID)", "Pre-Tax Gini 

(SWIID)","Government Size (FI)","Legal System and Property Rights","Sound 

Money","International Trade Freedom","Regulations","Rule of Law","Government Size 

(HF)","Regulatory Efficiency","Open Markets","Fraser EFI","Heritage EFI","GDP Per 

Capita (Constant 2016 USD-Thousand)","Years of Compulsory Education","Population 

Growth (%)","Unemployment (%)","GDP (Constant 2016 USD-Billion)","% Access to 

Financial Services","% Urban Population","Gross National Income (Constant 2016 USD-

Billion)","Number of Internet Users (Per 100 People)"))) 

is.num <- sapply(LatinAmericanStats, is.numeric) 

LatinAmericanStats[is.num] <- lapply(LatinAmericanStats[is.num], round, 2) 

View(LatinAmericanStats) 

Westdataset=newdatawithcontinent[newdatawithcontinent$Continent=="West",] 

View(Westdataset) 

Westerndataset <- Westdataset[numeric] 

View(Westerndataset) 

WesternStats <- do.call(data.frame,  

    list(mean = sapply(Westerndataset, mean, na.rm=TRUE), 

        sd = sapply(Westerndataset, sd, na.rm=TRUE), 

        median = sapply(Westerndataset, median, na.rm=TRUE), 

        min = sapply(Westerndataset, min, na.rm=TRUE), 

        max = sapply(Westerndataset, max, na.rm=TRUE), 

        n = sapply(Westerndataset, length))) 

names(WesternStats)[names(WesternStats)=="mean"] <- "Mean" 

names(WesternStats)[names(WesternStats)=="sd"] <- "Standard Deviation" 

Names(WesternStats)[names(WesternStats)=="median"] <- "Median" 

names(WesternStats)[names(WesternStats)=="min"] <- "Minimum" 

names(WesternStats)[names(WesternStats)=="max"] <- "Maximum" 

names(WesternStats)[names(WesternStats)=="n"] <- "Number of Observations" 
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(setattr(WesternStats, "row.names", c("Post-Tax Gini (SWIID)", "Pre-Tax Gini 

(SWIID)","Government Size (FI)","Legal System and Property Rights","Sound 

Money","International Trade Freedom","Regulations","Rule of Law","Government Size 

(HF)","Regulatory Efficiency","Open Markets","Fraser EFI","Heritage EFI","GDP Per 

Capita (Constant 2016 USD-Thousand)","Years of Compulsory Education","Population 

Growth (%)","Unemployment (%)","GDP (Constant 2016 USD-Billion)","% Access to 

Financial Services","% Urban Population","Gross National Income (Constant 2016 USD-

Billion)","Number of Internet Users (Per 100 People)"))) 

is.num <- sapply(WesternStats, is.numeric) 

WesternStats[is.num] <- lapply(WesternStats[is.num], round, 2) 

View(WesternStats) 

options(scipen=999) 

comparisonfn <- do.call(data.frame,  

        list(Africa = sapply(Africadataset, mean, na.rm=TRUE), 

        Asia = sapply(Asiandataset, mean, na.rm=TRUE), 

        Eastern_Europe = sapply(EasternEuropeandataset, mean, na.rm=TRUE), 

        Latin_America = sapply(LatinAmericandataset, mean, na.rm=TRUE), 

        West = sapply(Westerndataset, mean, na.rm=TRUE))) 

names(comparisonfn)[names(comparisonfn)=="Eastern_Europe"] <- "Eastern Europe" 

names(comparisonfn)[names(comparisonfn)=="Latin_America"] <- "Latin America" 

(setattr(comparisonfn, "row.names", c("Post-Tax Gini (SWIID)", "Pre-Tax Gini 

(SWIID)","Government Size (FI)","Legal System and Property Rights","Sound 

Money","International Trade Freedom","Regulations","Rule of Law","Government Size 

(HF)","Regulatory Efficiency","Open Markets","Fraser EFI","Heritage EFI","GDP Per 

Capita (Constant 2016 USD-Thousand)","Years of Compulsory Education","Population 

Growth (%)","Unemployment (%)","GDP (Constant 2016 USD-Billion)","% Access to 

Financial Services","% Urban Population","Gross National Income (Constant 2016 USD-

Billion)","Number of Internet Users (Per 100 People)"))) 

is.num <- sapply(comparisonfn, is.numeric) 

comparisonfn[is.num] <- lapply(comparisonfn[is.num], round, 2) 

View(comparisonfn) 
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numericdataset = subset(dataset, select = -c(Country,Continent)) 

cor(numericdataset, use="pairwise.complete.obs") 

round(cor(numericdataset, use="pairwise.complete.obs"),2) 

FEModel1= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Trade+Regulation+Money+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel2= plm(Post_Gini ~ 

GovSize+Legal+Trade+Regulation+Money+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemplo

yment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel3= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSizeHF+RuleofLaw+OpenMarkets+RegEff+ logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel4= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSizeHF+RuleofLaw+OpenMarkets+RegEff+ 

logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel1,FEModel2, FEModel3,FEModel4, title="Table 9: Regression (i) 

Results",type = "text",covariate.labels = c("FI Size of Government (Inverse)","FI Legal 

System and Property Rights","FI Freedom to Trade Internationally","FI Regulations", "FI 

Sound Money","HF Size of Government","HF Rule of Law","HF Open Markets", "HF 

Regulatory Efficiency","Log GDP Per Capita (Constant 2016 USD-Thousand)","Urban 

Population (% of Total)","Population Growth (Annual %)","Total Unemployment (% of 

Total Labor Force)")) 

VIF(lm(dataset$Pre_Gini 

~dataset$GovSize+dataset$Legal+dataset$Money+dataset$Trade+dataset$Regulation+log

GDPPC+dataset$UrbanPop+dataset$PopGrowth+dataset$Unemployment, data=dataset)) 

VIF(lm(dataset$Post_Gini 

~dataset$GovSize+dataset$Legal+dataset$Money+dataset$Trade+dataset$Regulation+log

GDPPC+dataset$UrbanPop+dataset$PopGrowth+dataset$Unemployment, data=dataset)) 

VIF(lm(dataset$Pre_Gini 

~dataset$GovSizeHF+dataset$RuleofLaw+dataset$RegEff+dataset$OpenMarkets+logGDP

PC+dataset$UrbanPop+dataset$PopGrowth+dataset$Unemployment, data=dataset)) 
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VIF(lm(dataset$Post_Gini 

~dataset$GovSizeHF+dataset$RuleofLaw+dataset$RegEff+dataset$OpenMarkets+logGDP

PC+dataset$UrbanPop+dataset$PopGrowth+dataset$Unemployment, data=dataset)) 

FEModel5= plm(Pre_Gini ~ EFINDEX+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ Unemployment, 

data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel6= plm(Post_Gini ~ EFINDEX+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ Unemployment, 

data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel7= plm(Pre_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ 

Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel8= plm(Post_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ 

Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel5,FEModel6,FEModel7,FEModel8,title="Table 10: Regression (ii) Results", 

type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Fraser EFI","Heritage EFI","Log GDP Per Capita 

(Thousand USD)","% Urban Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Total Unemp. 

(% of Total LF)")) 

VIF(lm(dataset$Post_Gini 

~dataset$EFINDEX+logGDPPC+dataset$UrbanPop+dataset$PopGrowth+dataset$Unempl

oyment, data=dataset)) 

VIF(lm(dataset$Pre_Gini 

~dataset$EFINDEX+logGDPPC+dataset$UrbanPop+dataset$PopGrowth+dataset$Unempl

oyment, data=dataset)) 

VIF(lm(dataset$Post_Gini 

~dataset$HFEFINDEX+logGDPPC+dataset$UrbanPop+dataset$PopGrowth+dataset$Une

mployment, data=dataset)) 

VIF(lm(dataset$Pre_Gini 

~dataset$HFEFINDEX+logGDPPC+dataset$UrbanPop+dataset$PopGrowth+dataset$Une

mployment, data=dataset)) 

EFINDEXsquared=(dataset$EFINDEX)^2 

HFEFINDEXsquared=(dataset$HFEFINDEX)^2 
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FEModel9= plm(Pre_Gini ~ 

EFINDEX+EFINDEXsquared+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ Unemployment, data 

= dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel10= plm(Post_Gini ~ 

EFINDEX+EFINDEXsquared+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ Unemployment, data 

= dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel11= plm(Pre_Gini ~ 

HFEFINDEX+HFEFINDEXsquared+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ Unemployment, 

data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel12= plm(Post_Gini ~ 

HFEFINDEX+HFEFINDEXsquared+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ Unemployment, 

data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel9,FEModel10,FEModel11,FEModel12,title="Table 11: Regression (iii) 

Results", type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Fraser EFI","Fraser EFI Squared","Heritage 

EFI","Heritage EFI Squared","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban 

Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Total Unemp. (% of Total LF)")) 

VIF(lm(dataset$Post_Gini 

~dataset$EFINDEX+EFINDEXsquared+logGDPPC+dataset$UrbanPop+dataset$PopGrowt

h+dataset$Unemployment, data=dataset)) 

VIF(lm(dataset$Pre_Gini 

~dataset$EFINDEX+EFINDEXsquared+logGDPPC+dataset$UrbanPop+dataset$PopGrowt

h+dataset$Unemployment, data=dataset)) 

VIF(lm(dataset$Post_Gini 

~dataset$HFEFINDEX+HFEFINDEXsquared+logGDPPC+dataset$UrbanPop+dataset$Pop

Growth+dataset$Unemployment, data=dataset)) 

VIF(lm(dataset$Pre_Gini 

~dataset$HFEFINDEX+HFEFINDEXsquared+logGDPPC+dataset$UrbanPop+dataset$Pop

Growth+dataset$Unemployment, data=dataset)) 

FEModel13= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Trade+Regulation+Money+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$Continent=="Eastern Europe",index=c("Country","Year")) 
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FEModel14= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Trade+Regulation+Money+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$Continent=="Africa",index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel15= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Trade+Regulation+Money+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, subset=dataset$Continent=="Latin 

America",index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel16= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Trade+Regulation+Money+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$Continent=="West",index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel17= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Trade+Regulation+Money+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$Continent=="Asia",index=c("Country","Year"))  

stargazer(FEModel1,FEModel13,FEModel14,FEModel15,FEModel16,FEModel17,title="Table 

12: Intra-Continent Analysis (FI): Regression (i)", type = "text",column.labels = c("Full 

Sample", "Eastern Europe","Africa","Latin America","West","Asia"), covariate.labels = 

c("Government Size","Legal System and Property Rights","International Trade 

Freedom","Regulations","Sound Money","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% 

Urban Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Total Unemp. (% of Total LF)")) 

FEModel18= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Trade+Regulation+Money+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$Continent=="Eastern Europe",index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel19= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Trade+Regulation+Money+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$Continent=="Africa",index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel20= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Trade+Regulation+Money+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, subset=dataset$Continent=="Latin 

America",index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel21= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Trade+Regulation+Money+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$Continent=="West",index=c("Country","Year")) 
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FEModel22= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Trade+Regulation+Money+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$Continent=="Asia",index=c("Country","Year"))  

stargazer(FEModel2,FEModel18,FEModel19,FEModel20,FEModel21,FEModel22,title="Table 

13: Intra-Continent Analysis (FI): Regression (i)", type = "text",column.labels = c("Full 

Sample", "Eastern Europe","Africa","Latin America","West","Asia"), covariate.labels = 

c("Government Size","Legal System and Property Rights","International Trade 

Freedom","Regulations","Sound Money","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% 

Urban Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Total Unemp. (% of Total LF)")) 

FEModel23= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSizeHF+RuleofLaw+OpenMarkets+RegEff+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+ PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$Continent=="Eastern Europe",index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel24= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSizeHF+RuleofLaw+OpenMarkets+RegEff+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$Continent=="Africa",index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel25= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSizeHF+RuleofLaw+OpenMarkets+RegEff+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, subset=dataset$Continent=="Latin 

America",index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel26= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSizeHF+RuleofLaw+OpenMarkets+RegEff+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$Continent=="West",index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel27= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSizeHF+RuleofLaw+OpenMarkets+RegEff+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$Continent=="Asia",index=c("Country","Year"))  

stargazer(FEModel3,FEModel23,FEModel24,FEModel25,FEModel26,FEModel27,title="Table 

14: Intra-Continent Analysis (HF): Regression (i)", type = "text",column.labels = c("Full 

Sample", "Eastern Europe","Africa","Latin America","West","Asia"), covariate.labels = 

c("Government Size (HF)","Legal System and Property Rights","International Trade 

Freedom","Regulations","Sound Money","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% 

Urban Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Total Unemp. (% of Total LF)")) 
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FEModel28= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSizeHF+RuleofLaw+OpenMarkets+RegEff+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+ PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$Continent=="Eastern Europe",index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel29= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSizeHF+RuleofLaw+OpenMarkets+RegEff+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$Continent=="Africa",index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel30= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSizeHF+RuleofLaw+OpenMarkets+RegEff+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, subset=dataset$Continent=="Latin 

America",index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel31= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSizeHF+RuleofLaw+OpenMarkets+RegEff+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$Continent=="West",index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel32= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSizeHF+RuleofLaw+OpenMarkets+RegEff+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$Continent=="Asia",index=c("Country","Year"))  

stargazer(FEModel4,FEModel28,FEModel29,FEModel30,FEModel31,FEModel32,title="Table 

15: Intra-Continent Analysis (HF): Regression (i)", type = "text",column.labels = c("Full 

Sample", "Eastern Europe","Africa","Latin America","West","Asia"), covariate.labels = 

c("Government Size (HF)","Legal System and Property Rights","International Trade 

Freedom","Regulations","Sound Money","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% 

Urban Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Total Unemp. (% of Total LF)")) 

FEModel33= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Trade+Regulation+Money+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP<45,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel34= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Trade+Regulation+Money+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP>45,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel35= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Trade+Regulation+ Money+ 

logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP<45,index=c("Country","Year")) 
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FEModel36= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Trade+Regulation+ Money+ 

logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP>45,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel37= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSizeHF+RuleofLaw+OpenMarkets+RegEff+ logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP<37,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel38= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSizeHF+RuleofLaw+OpenMarkets+RegEff+ logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP>37,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel39= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSizeHF+RuleofLaw+OpenMarkets+RegEff+ 

logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP<37,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel40= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSizeHF+RuleofLaw+OpenMarkets+RegEff+ 

logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP>37,index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel1,FEModel33,FEModel34,title="Table 16: Poor Versus Rich Split Sample 

Analysis (Fraser Institute)", column.labels = c("Full Sample", "Bottom Half GDP","Top 

Half GDP"), type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Size of Government (Inverse)","Legal 

System and Property Rights","Freedom to Trade Internationally","Regulations","Sound 

Money","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban Population","Population 

Growth (Annual %)","Total Unemployment (% of Total Labor Force)")) 

stargazer(FEModel2,FEModel35,FEModel36,title="Table 17: Poor Versus Rich Split Sample 

Analysis (Fraser Institute)", column.labels = c("Full Sample", "Bottom Half GDP","Top 

Half GDP"), type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Size of Government (Inverse)","Legal 

System and Property Rights","Freedom to Trade Internationally","Regulations","Sound 

Money","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban Population","Population 

Growth (Annual %)","Total Unemployment (% of Total Labor Force)")) 

stargazer(FEModel3,FEModel37,FEModel38,title="Table 18: Poor Versus Rich Split Sample 

Analysis (Heritage Foundation)", column.labels = c("Full Sample", "Bottom Half 

GDP","Top Half GDP"), type = "text",covariate.labels = c("HF Size of Government 

(Inverse)","Rule of Law","Regulatory Efficiency","Open Markets","Log GDP Per Capita 
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(Thousand USD)","% Urban Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Total 

Unemployment (% of Total Labor Force)")) 

stargazer(FEModel4,FEModel39,FEModel40,title="Table 19: Poor Versus Rich Split Sample 

Analysis (Heritage Foundation)", column.labels = c("Full Sample", "Bottom Half 

GDP","Top Half GDP"), type = "text",covariate.labels = c("HF Size of Government 

(Inverse)","Rule of Law","Regulatory Efficiency","Open Markets","Log GDP Per Capita 

(Thousand USD)","% Urban Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Total 

Unemployment (% of Total Labor Force)")) 

FEModel42= plm(Pre_Gini ~ EFINDEX+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+ Unemployment, data = 

dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel43= plm(Pre_Gini ~ EFINDEX+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ Unemployment, data = 

dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel44= plm(Pre_Gini ~ EFINDEX+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth, data = dataset, 

index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel45= plm(Pre_Gini ~ EFINDEX+logGDPPC+CompEducation+InternetUsers+ 

Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel5,FEModel42,FEModel43,FEModel44,FEModel45,title="Table 20: 

Regression (ii) Robustness Check (FI)", type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Fraser 

EFI","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban Population","Population Growth 

(Annual %)","Years of Compulsory Education","No. of Internet Users (Per 100 

People)","Total Unemp. (% of Total LF)")) 

FEModel46= plm(Post_Gini ~ EFINDEX+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+ Unemployment, data = 

dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel47= plm(Post_Gini ~ EFINDEX+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ Unemployment, data = 

dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel48= plm(Post_Gini ~ EFINDEX+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth, data = dataset, 

index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel49= plm(Post_Gini ~ EFINDEX+logGDPPC+CompEducation+InternetUsers+ 

Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel6,FEModel46,FEModel47,FEModel48,FEModel49,title="Table 21: 

Regression (ii) Robustness Check (FI)", type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Fraser 
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EFI","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban Population","Population Growth 

(Annual %)","Years of Compulsory Education","No. of Internet Users (Per 100 

People)","Total Unemp. (% of Total LF)")) 

FEModel50= plm(Pre_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+ Unemployment, data = 

dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel51= plm(Pre_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ Unemployment, data = 

dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel52= plm(Pre_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth, data = dataset, 

index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel53= plm(Pre_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+logGDPPC+CompEducation+InternetUsers+ 

Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel7,FEModel50,FEModel51,FEModel52,FEModel53,title="Table 22: 

Regression (ii) Robustness Check (FI)", type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Heritage 

EFI","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban Population","Population Growth 

(Annual %)","Years of Compulsory Education","No. of Internet Users (Per 100 

People)","Total Unemp. (% of Total LF)")) 

FEModel54= plm(Post_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+ Unemployment, data = 

dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel55= plm(Post_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ Unemployment, data = 

dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel56= plm(Post_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth, data = 

dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel57= plm(Post_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+logGDPPC+CompEducation+InternetUsers+ 

Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel8,FEModel54,FEModel55,FEModel56,FEModel57,title="Table 23: 

Regression (ii) Robustness Check (FI)", type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Heritage 

EFI","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban Population","Population Growth 

(Annual %)","Years of Compulsory Education","No. of Internet Users (Per 100 

People)","Total Unemp. (% of Total LF)")) 

FEModel58= plm(Pre_Gini ~ EFINDEX+EFINDEXsquared+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+ 

Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 
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FEModel59= plm(Pre_Gini ~ EFINDEX+EFINDEXsquared +UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ 

Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel60= plm(Pre_Gini ~ EFINDEX+EFINDEXsquared 

+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel61= plm(Pre_Gini ~ EFINDEX+EFINDEXsquared 

+logGDPPC+CompEducation+InternetUsers+ Unemployment, data = dataset, 

index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel9,FEModel58,FEModel59,FEModel60,FEModel61,title="Table 24: 

Regression (iii) Robustness Check (FI)", type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Fraser 

EFI","Fraser EFI Squared","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban 

Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Years of Compulsory Education","No. of 

Internet Users (Per 100 People)","Total Unemp. (% of Total LF)")) 

FEModel62= plm(Post_Gini ~ EFINDEX+EFINDEXsquared+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+ 

Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel63= plm(Post_Gini ~ EFINDEX+EFINDEXsquared +UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ 

Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel64= plm(Post_Gini ~ EFINDEX+EFINDEXsquared 

+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel65= plm(Post_Gini ~ EFINDEX+EFINDEXsquared 

+logGDPPC+CompEducation+InternetUsers+ Unemployment, data = dataset, 

index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel10,FEModel62,FEModel63,FEModel64,FEModel65,title="Table 25: 

Regression (iii) Robustness Check (FI)", type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Fraser 

EFI","Fraser EFI Squared","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban 

Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Years of Compulsory Education","No. of 

Internet Users (Per 100 People)","Total Unemp. (% of Total LF)")) 

FEModel66= plm(Pre_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+HFEFINDEXsquared +logGDPPC+UrbanPop+ 

Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel67= plm(Pre_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+HFEFINDEXsquared +UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ 

Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 
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FEModel68= plm(Pre_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+HFEFINDEXsquared 

+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel69= plm(Pre_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+HFEFINDEXsquared 

+logGDPPC+CompEducation+InternetUsers+ Unemployment, data = dataset, 

index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel11,FEModel66,FEModel67,FEModel68,FEModel69,title="Table 26: 

Regression (iii) Robustness Check (FI)", type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Heritage 

EFI","Heritage EFI Squared","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban 

Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Years of Compulsory Education","No. of 

Internet Users (Per 100 People)","Total Unemp. (% of Total LF)")) 

FEModel70= plm(Post_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+HFEFINDEXsquared +logGDPPC+UrbanPop+ 

Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel71= plm(Post_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+HFEFINDEXsquared +UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ 

Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel72= plm(Post_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+HFEFINDEXsquared 

+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel73= plm(Post_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+HFEFINDEXsquared 

+logGDPPC+CompEducation+InternetUsers+ Unemployment, data = dataset, 

index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel12,FEModel70,FEModel71,FEModel72,FEModel73,title="Table 27: 

Regression (iii) Robustness Check (FI)", type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Heritage 

EFI","Heritage EFI Squared","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban 

Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Years of Compulsory Education","No. of 

Internet Users (Per 100 People)","Total Unemp. (% of Total LF)")) 

FEModel74= plm(Pre_Gini ~ 

GovSize+Legal+Money+Trade+Regulation+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+ Unemployment, data 

= dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel75= plm(Pre_Gini ~ 

GovSize+Legal+Money+Trade+Regulation+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ Unemployment, data 

= dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 
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FEModel76= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Money+Trade+Regulation+ 

logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel77= plm(Pre_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Money+Trade+Regulation+ 

logGDPPC+CompEducation+InternetUsers+ Unemployment, data = dataset, 

index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel1,FEModel74,FEModel75,FEModel76,FEModel77,title="Table 28: 

Regression (i) Robustness Check (FI)", type = "text",covariate.labels = c("FI Government 

Size (Inverse)","FI Legal System and Property Rights","FI Sound Money","FI International 

Trade Freedom","FI Regulations","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban 

Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Years of Compulsory Education","No. of 

Internet Users (Per 100 People)","Total Unemp. (% of Total LF)")) 

FEModel78= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Money+Trade+Regulation+ 

logGDPPC+UrbanPop+ Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel79= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Money+Trade+Regulation+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel80= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Money+Trade+Regulation+ 

logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel81= plm(Post_Gini ~ GovSize+Legal+Money+Trade+Regulation+ 

logGDPPC+CompEducation+InternetUsers+ Unemployment, data = dataset, 

index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel2,FEModel78,FEModel79,FEModel80,FEModel81,title="Table 29: 

Regression (i) Robustness Check (FI)", type = "text",covariate.labels = c("FI Government 

Size (Inverse)","FI Legal System and Property Rights","FI Sound Money","FI International 

Trade Freedom","FI Regulations","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban 

Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Years of Compulsory Education","No. of 

Internet Users (Per 100 People)","Total Unemp. (% of Total LF)")) 

FEModel82= plm(Pre_Gini ~ RuleofLaw+GovSizeHF+RegEff+OpenMarkets 

+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+ Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel83= plm(Pre_Gini ~ RuleofLaw+GovSizeHF+RegEff+OpenMarkets 

+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 
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FEModel84= plm(Pre_Gini ~ RuleofLaw+GovSizeHF+RegEff+OpenMarkets 

+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel85= plm(Pre_Gini ~ RuleofLaw+GovSizeHF+RegEff+OpenMarkets 

+logGDPPC+CompEducation+InternetUsers+ Unemployment, data = dataset, 

index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel3,FEModel82,FEModel83,FEModel84,FEModel85,title="Table 30: 

Regression (i) Robustness Check (HF)", type = "text",covariate.labels = c("HF Rule of 

Law","HF Government Size","HF Regulatory Efficiency","HF Open Markets","Log GDP 

Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban Population","Population Growth (Annual 

%)","Years of Compulsory Education","No. of Internet Users (Per 100 People)","Total 

Unemp. (% of Total LF)")) 

FEModel86= plm(Post_Gini ~ RuleofLaw+GovSizeHF+RegEff+OpenMarkets 

+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+ Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel87= plm(Post_Gini ~ RuleofLaw+GovSizeHF+RegEff+OpenMarkets 

+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+ Unemployment, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel88= plm(Post_Gini ~ RuleofLaw+GovSizeHF+RegEff+OpenMarkets 

+logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth, data = dataset, index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel89= plm(Post_Gini ~ RuleofLaw+GovSizeHF+RegEff+OpenMarkets 

+logGDPPC+CompEducation+InternetUsers+ Unemployment, data = dataset, 

index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel4,FEModel86,FEModel87,FEModel88,FEModel89,title="Table 31: 

Regression (i) Robustness Check (FI)", type = "text",covariate.labels = c("HF Rule of 

Law","HF Government Size","HF Regulatory Efficiency","HF Open Markets","Log GDP 

Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban Population","Population Growth (Annual 

%)","Years of Compulsory Education","No. of Internet Users (Per 100 People)","Total 

Unemp. (% of Total LF)")) 

FEModel90= plm(Pre_Gini ~ EFINDEX+logGDPPC+ UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, 

data = dataset, subset=dataset$GDP<45,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel91= plm(Pre_Gini ~ EFINDEX+logGDPPC+ UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, 

data = dataset, subset=dataset$GDP>45,index=c("Country","Year")) 
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FEModel92= plm(Post_Gini ~ EFINDEX+ logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, 

data = dataset, subset=dataset$GDP<45,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel93= plm(Post_Gini ~ EFINDEX+ logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, 

data = dataset, subset=dataset$GDP>45,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel94= plm(Pre_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+ logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP<37,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel95= plm(Pre_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+ logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP>37,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel96= plm(Post_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+ 

logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP<37,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel97= plm(Post_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+ 

logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP>37,index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel6,FEModel92,FEModel93,title="Table 32: Poor Versus Rich Split Sample 

Analysis (Fraser Institute): Regression (ii)", column.labels = c("Full Sample", "Bottom Half 

GDP","Top Half GDP"), type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Fraser EFI","Log GDP Per 

Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Total 

Unemployment (% of Total Labor Force)")) 

stargazer(FEModel5,FEModel90,FEModel91,title="Table 33: Poor Versus Rich Split Sample 

Analysis (Fraser Institute): Regression (ii)", column.labels = c("Full Sample", "Bottom Half 

GDP","Top Half GDP"), type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Fraser EFI","Log GDP Per 

Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Total 

Unemployment (% of Total Labor Force)")) 

stargazer(FEModel7,FEModel94,FEModel95,title="Table 34: Poor Versus Rich Split Sample 

Analysis (Heritage Foundation): Regression (ii)", column.labels = c("Full Sample", 

"Bottom Half GDP","Top Half GDP"), type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Heritage 

EFI","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban Population","Population Growth 

(Annual %)","Total Unemployment (% of Total Labor Force)")) 
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stargazer(FEModel8,FEModel96,FEModel97,title="Table 35: Poor Versus Rich Split Sample 

Analysis (Heritage Foundation): Regression (ii)", column.labels = c("Full Sample", 

"Bottom Half GDP","Top Half GDP"), type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Heritage 

EFI","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban Population","Population Growth 

(Annual %)","Total Unemployment (% of Total Labor Force)")) 

FEModel98= plm(Pre_Gini ~ EFINDEX+EFINDEXsquared+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP<45,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel99= plm(Pre_Gini ~ EFINDEX+EFINDEXsquared+logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP>45,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel100= plm(Post_Gini ~ EFINDEX+EFINDEXsquared+ 

logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP<45,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel101= plm(Post_Gini ~ EFINDEX+EFINDEXsquared+ 

logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP>45,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel102= plm(Pre_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+HFEFINDEXsquared+ logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP<37,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel103= plm(Pre_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+HFEFINDEXsquared+ logGDPPC+ 

UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP>37,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel104= plm(Post_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+HFEFINDEXsquared+ 

logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP<37,index=c("Country","Year")) 

FEModel105= plm(Post_Gini ~ HFEFINDEX+HFEFINDEXsquared+ 

logGDPPC+UrbanPop+PopGrowth+Unemployment, data = dataset, 

subset=dataset$GDP>37,index=c("Country","Year")) 

stargazer(FEModel9,FEModel98,FEModel99,title="Table 36: Poor Versus Rich Split Sample 

Analysis (Fraser Institute): Regression (iii)", column.labels = c("Full Sample", "Bottom 
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Half GDP","Top Half GDP"), type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Fraser EFI","Fraser EFI 

Squared","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban Population","Population 

Growth (Annual %)","Total Unemployment (% of Total Labor Force)")) 

stargazer(FEModel10,FEModel100,FEModel101,title="Table 37: Poor Versus Rich Split 

Sample Analysis (Fraser Institute): Regression (iii)", column.labels = c("Full Sample", 

"Bottom Half GDP","Top Half GDP"), type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Fraser 

EFI","Fraser EFI Squared","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban 

Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Total Unemployment (% of Total Labor 

Force)")) 

stargazer(FEModel11,FEModel102,FEModel103,title="Table 38: Poor Versus Rich Split 

Sample Analysis (Heritage Foundation): Regression (iii)", column.labels = c("Full Sample", 

"Bottom Half GDP","Top Half GDP"), type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Heritage 

EFI","Heritage EFI Squared","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban 

Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Total Unemployment (% of Total Labor 

Force)")) 

stargazer(FEModel12,FEModel104,FEModel105,title="Table 39: Poor Versus Rich Split 

Sample Analysis (Heritage Foundation): Regression (iii)", column.labels = c("Full Sample", 

"Bottom Half GDP","Top Half GDP"), type = "text",covariate.labels = c("Heritage 

EFI","Heritage EFI Squared","Log GDP Per Capita (Thousand USD)","% Urban 

Population","Population Growth (Annual %)","Total Unemployment (% of Total Labor 

Force)")) 
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Appendix 2: Histograms of Variables. 
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Appendix 3: Variable Name Changes. 

Original Variable Name Variable Name in R-Compatible Dataset 

Year Year 

Country Country 

Continent Continent 

SWIID’s Post-Tax Gini Post_Gini 

SWIID’s Pre-Tax Gini Pre_Gini 

1 Size of Government GovSize 

2 Legal System & Property Rights Legal 

3 Sound Money Money 

4 Freedom to Trade Internationally Trade 

5 Regulation Regulation 

6 Rule of Law RuleofLaw 

7 Heritage Foundation’s Size of Government GovSizeHF 

8 Regulatory Efficiency RegEff 

9 Open Markets OpenMarkets 

FI’s Economic Freedom Index EFINDEX 

HF’s Economic Freedom Index HFEFINDEX 

GDP Per Capita (Constant 2016 US$-Thousand) GDPPC 

Duration of Compulsory Education (Years) CompEducation 

Population Growth (Annual %) PopGrowth 

Total Unemployment (% of Total Labor Force) Unemployment 

GDP (Constant 2016 US$-Billion) GDP 

Percent with Access to Financial Services FSAccess 

Urban Population as a Percent of Total 

Population 

UrbanPop 

GNI (Constant 2016 US$-Billion) GNI 

Internet Users (Per 100 People) InternetUsers 

 

 

Note: Some of the original column names were changed into more simplified names to fit the 

name criteria outlined by RStudio.  
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Appendix 4: Data Sources. 

 

 

 

Note: For a more detailed description of the sources, refer to Appendix 6. 

  

Variable Source 

SWIID’s Post-Tax Gini Solt (2015)/SWIID 

SWIID’s Pre-Tax Gini Solt (2015)/SWIID 

1 Size of Government The Fraser Institute (2015) 

2 Legal System & Property Rights The Fraser Institute (2015) 

3 Sound Money The Fraser Institute (2015) 

4 Freedom to Trade Internationally The Fraser Institute (2015) 

5 Regulation The Fraser Institute (2015) 

6 Rule of Law The Heritage Foundation (2017) 

7 Heritage Foundation’s Size of 

Government 

The Heritage Foundation (2017) 

8 Regulatory Efficiency The Heritage Foundation (2017) 

9 Open Markets The Heritage Foundation (2017) 

FI’s Economic Freedom Index The Fraser Institute (2015) 

HF’s Economic Freedom Index The Heritage Foundation (2017) 

GDP Per Capita(Constant 2016 USD-

thousands) 

World Wealth and Income Database (2016) 

Duration of Compulsory Education (Years) World Bank (2017) 

Population Growth (Annual %) World Bank (2017) 

Total Unemployment (% of Total Labor 

Force) 

World Bank (2017) 

GDP (Constant 2016 USD-billions) World Bank (2016) 

Percent with Access to Financial Services The World Bank (2007) 

Urban Population as a Percent of Total 

Population 

World Resources Institute (2016) 

GNI (Constant 2016 USD-billions) World Bank (2017) 

Internet Users (Per 100 People) World Bank (2017) 
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Appendix 5: Number of Missing Values for Variables of Interest (Full Sample). 

 

Statistic Number of Missing Values 

SWIID Post-Tax Gini 952 

SWIID Pre-Tax Gini 952 

1 Size of Government 591 

2 Legal System & Property Rights 709 

3 Sound Money 579 

4 Freedom to Trade Internationally 676 

5 Regulation 669 

6 Rule of Law 939 

7 Heritage Foundation’s Size of Government 942 

8 Regulatory Efficiency 939 

9 Open Markets 939 

FI’s Economic Freedom Index 663 

HF’s Economic Freedom Index 943 

GDP Per Capita 130 

Duration of Compulsory Education (Years) 2196 

Population Growth (Annual %) 1790 

Total Unemployment (% of Total Labor Force) 1762 

GDP (Constant 2010 US$) 243 

Percent with Access to Financial Services 462 

Urban Population as a Percent of Total Population 22 

GNI (Current US$) 1860 

Internet Users (Per 100 People) 1944 
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Appendix 6: Supplementary Tables. 
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Appendix 7: Summary Statistics, by Continent. 

Table 3. Summary Statistics for African Countries 
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Table 4. Summary Statistics for Asian Countries 
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Table 5. Summary Statistics for Eastern European Countries 
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Table 6. Summary Statistics for Latin American Countries 
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Table 7. Summary Statistics Western Countries 
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Appendix 8: Datasets. 

Fraser Institute. (2015). Economic Freedom Rankings [Entire and Filtered Data Sets]. Retrieved 

from https://www.fraserinstitute.org/economic-freedom/dataset?year=2015& 

page=dataset&min-year=2&max-year=0&filter=0&most-

free=1&quartile2=1&quartile3=1&least-free=1 

Solt, Frederick. 2016. “The Standardized World Income Inequality Database.” Social Science 

Quarterly 97. SWIID Version 6.2, March 2018. 

Retrieved from https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=hdl: 

1902.1/11992. To access this dataset,  download the file “SWIIDv6_2.zip”. 

Heritage Foundation. (2017). 2017 Index of Economic Freedom.  [Entire Data Set]. Retrieved 

from http://www.heritage.org/index/explore?view=by-region-country-year 

 To access this dataset, select all countries, all regions, and all years from the drop-arrows 

on the site outlined above. Click, “View the Data”. 

World Bank- Development Research. (2007). Finance for All? Policy Research Report 

[Database/Appendix Tables]. Retrieved from 

http://econ.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/ EXTDEC/EXTRESEARCH/0,, 

contentMDK:21546633~pagePK:64214825~piPK:64214943~theSitePK:469382,00.html 

This dataset comes from the following paper: 

Demirguc-Kunt, A., & Beck, T. (2007, November 13). Finance for All? Policy Research 

Report.  

 World Bank- World Bank National Accounts Data, and OECD National Accounts Data Files 

(2016). GDP (Constant 2010 US$) [Entire Data Set]. Retrieved from 

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.KD 

https://www.fraserinstitute.org/economic-freedom/dataset?year=2015&%20page=dataset&min-year=2&max-year=0&filter=0&most-free=1&quartile2=1&quartile3=1&least-free=1
https://www.fraserinstitute.org/economic-freedom/dataset?year=2015&%20page=dataset&min-year=2&max-year=0&filter=0&most-free=1&quartile2=1&quartile3=1&least-free=1
https://www.fraserinstitute.org/economic-freedom/dataset?year=2015&%20page=dataset&min-year=2&max-year=0&filter=0&most-free=1&quartile2=1&quartile3=1&least-free=1
https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=hdl:1902.1/11992.
https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=hdl:1902.1/11992.
http://www.heritage.org/index/explore?view=by-region-country-year
http://econ.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/%20EXTDEC/EXTRESEARCH/0,,%20contentMDK:21546633~pagePK:64214825~piPK:64214943~theSitePK:469382,00.html
http://econ.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/%20EXTDEC/EXTRESEARCH/0,,%20contentMDK:21546633~pagePK:64214825~piPK:64214943~theSitePK:469382,00.html
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.KD
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To access this dataset, select indicator “GDP (constant 2010 US$)”. 

World Bank (2014). All the Ginis, 1950-2012 [Entire Data Set]. Retrieved from 

http://econ.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/EXTDEC/EXTRESEARCH/0,,content

MDK:22301380~pagePK:64214825~piPK:64214943~theSitePK:469382,00.html 

World Bank (2017). Education Statistics: Studies of Education Status Indicators Around the 

World [Entire Data Set]. Retrieved from 

https://www.kaggle.com/theworldbank/education-statistics 

World Resources Institute (2016). Percentage of Global Population Living in Cities, by Continent 

1950 to 2030 [Entire Data Set]. Retrieved from https://docs.google.com/ spreadsheets/ 

d/1CN5n085EWsxIKnJBvgGiGFZHtfl-WUCeGyaLehEPI0Q/edit#gid=0 

The dataset was actually assessed from https://www.theguardian.com 

/news/datablog/2009/aug/18/percentage-population-living-cities, but the documentation is 

inadequate to obtain the original dataset from the WRI. Therefore, I downloaded the dataset 

provided from the Guardian. 

World Wealth and Income Database (2016). Retrieved from http://wid.world/data/ 

To download this dataset, pick “Per Adult National Income” for “Selected Indicators”, 

1970-2016 for “Selected Years” and download the sample for the full set of countries 

available. 

  

http://econ.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/EXTDEC/EXTRESEARCH/0,,contentMDK:22301380~pagePK:64214825~piPK:64214943~theSitePK:469382,00.html
http://econ.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/EXTDEC/EXTRESEARCH/0,,contentMDK:22301380~pagePK:64214825~piPK:64214943~theSitePK:469382,00.html
https://www.kaggle.com/theworldbank/education-statistics
https://docs.google.com/%20spreadsheets/%20d/1CN5n085EWsxIKnJBvgGiGFZHtfl-WUCeGyaLehEPI0Q/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/%20spreadsheets/%20d/1CN5n085EWsxIKnJBvgGiGFZHtfl-WUCeGyaLehEPI0Q/edit#gid=0
http://wid.world/data/
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